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Abstract 
This internship includes involveaent, through eaployaent, in two Illinois 
school districts: Jasper co-unity Unit #1 at Newton and Robinson 
co-unity School District 2 in Robinson. The internship has been under the 
direction of Superintendent . Jues B. Taylor in Jasper ·Unit #1 and 
Superintendent Robert J. Verdun in the Robinson school district. Dr. Larry 
Janes, EIU professor, has been the student's advisor. , 
Jasper Unit #1 is the largest school district in Illinois, geographically. 
It includes 461 square ailes and is the only district in Jasper County. There 
are ten attendance centers, including one high school and several eleaentary 
schools. The· present enrolhlent is 1,904. Mr. Taylor has been the 
superintendent since the unit was foraed in 1971. Prior to his present 
position, Mr. Taylor was principal at Newton High School. He is a graduate 
of the University of Indiana and holds a aaster's degree froa University of 
Illinois. He has also coapleted a�st;rative coursework at Eastern Illinois 
University. Jaaes Taylor has been active in .various state and national 
educational organizations. Expertise in the area of school finance is one of 
his aany assets as an excellent school adainistrator. 
Robinson co-unity Unit School Diatrict #2 includes 131 square ailes 
with an enrollaent of 1,951 students. It is the largest of four districts in 
the county. The district includes four attendance centers. Robert Verdun has 
been superintendent tor two years in Robinson. His accoaplishJlents include: 
a referendum being passed when only one other district's in the state was 
successful. 
Mr. Verdun has been confronted with •any serious proble•s since his 
arrival in Robinson. Lite safety buildina needs at an estiaated cost of over 
$3,000,000, which included closing a school has perhaps been the most 
serious. Restructuring attendance centers froa two K-5 schools ot 
disproportionate sizes to K-3 and 4-5 centers resulted in so•e variance of 
public opinion reprdin1 the change. 
Robert Verdun'& e•ployment and educational background include •any 
areas in the tield ot education. A B.A. troa St. Aabrose, Master's fro• 
Bradley, and doctoral work at Illinois State provide his educational 
background. Mr. Verdun bas been a buildina principal, educational specialist 
for ISBE, and superintendent tor two districts, Octavia and Robinson. Active 
participation in •any professional oraanizations has added to his expertise in 
adainistration and leadership. 
In .Jasper Unit 11, special education services, health services, food 
services, and aaintenance ot buildings and grounds were •aJor 
responsibilities of the student. As assistant superintendent at Robinson, K-12 
curriculua, special education services, start developaent, Chapter and 
Retora Act· proaraas were included in the duties ot the student. 
Varied responsibilities ot the student have provided a broad base of 
experience throughout the past year. 
Stateaent ot Project Goal 
"Actually nobody wants to swia with sharks. It is not an 
acknowledpd sport, and it is neither enjoyable nor exhilaratina. It is ot 
obvious iaportance to learn that the waters are shark infested before 
' coaaencing to swia. ,.l This excerpt from an 1812 essay was written for 
sponge divers. Voltaire Cousteau, an ancestor of Jacques Cousteau, did not 
realize the allegorical iaplications when preparing the treatise. 
The •aJor goal of this internship was learning how to "swi• with the 
sharks". A school superintendent •ust be knowledgeable about all areas of 
education, which includes curriculum, finance, facility •anage•ent, public 
relations, school law, political and other pressure groups, and current school 
issues. In addition to educational responsibilities, the superintendent •ust be 
involved in civic and co-unity activities. He •ust also keep abreast of 
national and international news. 
The internship has provided experience in the educational areas 
important to becoming an effective superintendent. 
Backil'ound and Sipf icance of the Internship 
Positions in two districts have afforded the student innumerable 
opportunities to perfora tasks ordinarily perfor•ed' by the superintendent. 
With guidance and direction, Mr Taylor and Mr. Verdun have placed trust in 
the student's judpent; consequently, the learning process has created a 
bank of valuable experiences. This baa allowed the stu�ent to develop the 
needed confidence to accept a superintendency. The fact that both districts 
have s•all enroll•enta, creates a diversity of responsibilities for central 
office adllinistrators. For the student intern this has been a distinct 
advantage in providing a wide variety of learning situations. 
Although this internship was designed specifically to prepare for the 
su�rintendency, it will be equally effective in preparation for an assistant 
superintendency or business aanager's position. 
The internship allowed educational develop•ent and growth in the 
following areas: 
1. CUrriculua develo1>11ent, K-12 
2. Board of education affairs, at both local and state levels. 
3. Background in finance; budaets, audits, levies, taxes. 
4. Negotiations and understandina of contract - its lanauaae and 
intent. 
5. Special education pro8f1111& and services. 
6. Purchasina 
7. Cost cuttina procedure 
8. Public relations 
9. Staff evaluation 
10. Staff develo1>11ent 
11. Refora Law projects; Readina Iaproveaent, Learner Outcoaes, 
District Report Card 
12. Chapter proarus 
13. Lite Safety projects 
14. Maintenance of bulldinp and arounda 
HS. Personnel supervision; claaaified, teachers, adainiatrators 
16. Public speakina 
17. Optional or alternative education 
\ 
Definitions, Asauaptions, Dellaitations 
Lillitations of the internship have been deterained by the tiae 
eleaent. In one year it was difficult to incorporate all the !teas listed in 
the Project Objectives. Priorities were set, ot necessity, and aoae portions 
of the internship are less in-depth than others. 
Review of Literature and Research 
The field of educational adainistration abounds in available literature. 
For any of the project goals there are innuaerable articles, studies, and 
books in print. Utilizing inf oraation to iaprove the superintendent's 
efficiency deaands a great aaount of tiae. However, printed aatter offers 
the aost iaaediate professional developaent available to any adainistrator. 
Eliaination of extraneous or superfluous aaterial becoaes an art with the 
well read superintendent or adainistrator. 
In addition to the available educational aaterial, there is an endless 
supply of aanagerial and adainistrative books fro• the private business 
sector on the aarket. Discriaination in the use of these publications is 
iaportant because the product in education is unique and often not 
coaparable to the products in the business world. 
An effort to correlate inf oraation fro• all possible resources was of 
priae iaportance in the internship. Ideas fro• the private sector should 
enhance the perforaance of any adainistrator, although care aust be taken 
to reaain first an educator, second an adainistrator. 
Field Experience Procedures 
Requireaents for the internship are: 
Two Exploration Papers 
Two Level Four Experiences 
Four Level Three Experiences 
Five Level Two Experiences 
Five Level One Experiences 
A current . reat111e' and placeaent papers as well aa a narrative 
sU1111ary of the field experience are included. 
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Level Four Experience 
LIFE SAFETY REQUIREMENTS 
Jasper Unit #1 
Introduction 
1 
State law required all public schools in Illinois to have up-to-date life 
safety surveys in effect by July, 198l5. Architects Gatewood and Hance 
conducted the Life Safety survey in Jasper Unit #1. The final eatiaate for 
necessary illproveaents was $181.�. This includes all ten attendance 
centers in the district. 
The rate allowed in levying for life safety is .05 for Jasper Unit #1. 
In dollar uounts that is $83,500. Althoua-h the OBM fund appeared to 
include enouah reserves at the present for Life Safety work to be 
coapleted, it was decided to levy for the funds allowed. There were board 
aeabers who objected and because of this, the levy for December, 1985 
passed on 5-2 vote. 
Procedure for Life Safety Work 
I. The surv�y reports for life safety work bad to be approved by the 
Bo�d of Education. They were then sent to ESR sa.uel White for his 
sianature. A copy of each survey was sent to Glenn Rubenk!na, Illinois 
State Architect. A certificate of the survey returned by Mr. Rubenk.ing is 
on file with the County Clerk as required by law. 
In order that board aeabera have an overview of the surveys, 
copies of each attendance center's required iaproveaents along with 
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esti•ated costs were sent to thea. At a regular board aeeting, a 
presentation by the student was aade to further explain the Life Safety 
survey and requireaents. 
At that aeeting � brief outline of procedures to coaplete the work 
was also presented: 
1. Each attendance center had llinor .iaproveaents or chanaes 
which the d.iatrict aaintenance and custodial staff would be expected to 
coaplete. (This allowed for a auch lower cost than estiaated by the 
arch! tects). 
2. Purchase of iteas aucb as grounded electrical outlets, 
eaergency laapa, and exit lights would be bought for all schools at one 
tiae. Quotes froa three suppliers would be requested and the lowest quote 
accepted for the district. 
3. For requireaents in the area of doors and door closers, 
specifications would be developed and subaitted for bids. Heat detectors; 
fire horn and alara systeas, and glass replaceaent would be included in 
the bid process. 
4. The accounting process would depend on cooperation froa: 
•aintenance and custodial staff to report on tiae sheets all t1ae spent on 
Life Safety projects; purchase orders and invoices were to be carefully 
aonitored by Director of Special Services (student) to include the Life 
Safety account nuaber. 
5. Periodic reports to the Board would provide updates on 
progress. 
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II. Following the outline presented to Mr. Taylor and the Board ot 
Education involved orsamzation and careful attention to detail. Always 
present to consider were the tille lines devised by the architects. Soae 
!teas were rated eaeraency or priority. These were fire protection 
systeas in all cafeterias, properly installed· ps exhaust systeas, and 
eaersency laaps in certain areas. Reaoval of unused · sas tanks was 
allowed a two year deadline, as was replaceaent of light fixtures. 
Cost estiaates were soaetiaes difficult to obtain, especially in 
writing. This was accoaplished, however, and auch of the work coapleted 
during the 1985-86 school year. 
Specifications for the laraer projects were developed by the 
architect and subaitted for bids. By June 1, 1986, aost of the work 
dependent on bids by suppliers and contractors was not coaplete. 
Ill. During the year close contact with Glenn Rubenking, state 
architect, was helpful and necessary. An exaaple of this concerns 
fluorescent light fixtures for which Gatewood and Hance had recoaaended 
total replaceaent. In questioning Mr • .  Rubenking he agreed plastic tube 
covers would suffice. This was a savings of $36,000 for the district. 
However, because it was a deviation froa the approved plan, the student 
requested and received a letter regarding the change. 
4 
Mr. Rubenking was also of assistance in suggesting the location 
of inforaation in regard to suppliers and contractors for soae of the 
specialty iteas required by the surveys. 
Suaaary 
Although the life safety work was not coaplete at the tiae the 
student changed districts, plans and arrangeaents for coapletion had been 
aade by June, 1986. A progress report is included with this paper 
(Appendix B). 
Level Four Experience 
FINANCE 
Part 1 
BUDGET DEVELOPMENT 
Introduction 
Developing the budget is a never ending process. Throughout the 
entire tiacal year budget is a continual concern. With the present 
Prograaaed Budget Accounting •ethod. it is fairly aiaple to keep a 
running account ot how ettective the present budpt ia. Thia is iaportant 
in developing the next tiscal year's budget. 
I. The fiscal year runs fro• July 1 until June 30. Jasper Unit #1 and 
Robinson Co••unity Unit School District accounting procedures. including 
the budget, are based on the fiscal year. 
In order to prepare the budget ao•e basic infor11ation is needed: 
1. Bstiaatea ot expenditures are relatively easy to project in 
so•e parts of the budget and nearly iapossible in others. 
Control ot , the budget is poaaible in purchase of educational 
supplies. Expedient use of the Textbook Loan Prograa can save a district 
thousands ot dollars. Liaiting the purchase ot claaaroo• supplies ia easily 
acco•plished by uae of a central purchasing aystea or building budget. 
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The portion of budpt plannina that ta aoat difficult is salaries. In 
both Jasper Unit tl and Robinson Co-unity Unit School District #2, 
salaries aake up 70-75� of the budget. Posture of board aeabers 
regardina salary increase is illportant. However, the union and a school 
board election during the propoaed budget illpleaentation will quickly 
change salary costs in large dollar aaounts. ID actuality, control is 
possible in about 15% of the budget because enern coats, transportation 
costs, and buildina aaintenance can change rapidly due to factors out of 
the control of the school district. 
2. Revenue estiaates are based on projected enrollaent, possible 
state aid, probable federal funding, and expected local taxes. None of the 
above are certain; all are estiaates. 
3. Board Jnvolveaent reprding budget is certainly a factor in 
planning. The superintendent's good working relationship with board 
aeabers is vital to the budget developaent. 
II. It is apparent in working with two superintendents that several 
factors are involved Jn budget planning as well as the levy process. 
The final technical process in the two districts varied. In Jasper 
Unit tl, tasks for arriving at figures were assigned to specific 
adainistrators, secretaries, and the bookkeeper, returned to Mr. Taylor 
and flnalized by hill. At Robinson, Mr. Verdun coapleted nearly all of the 
process hillself with soae input fro• each adainistrator and the 
bookkeeper. 
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What was very sillilar in both districts was the perception and 
as�uteness on the part of both superintendents to: 
1. Be aware of how and why aoney is spent durins the 
iapleaentation of the present budget. 
2. Know what the financial clillate is locally, statewide, and, to a 
degree, federally. . This includes knowJns tax laws and financial guidelines. 
3. Maintain sood public relations with board aeabers, eaployees, 
and couunity leaders. 
Level Four Experience 
FINAN CB 
Part 2 
TAX LEVY DEVELOPMENT 
Introduction 
8 
In the abstract for this internship, the illportance of public 
relations and co-unity involveaent ia aentioned. On the surface it 
would appear that the technical aspect of developina tax levies would not 
be related to public relations and co-unity involveaent. Superintendents 
Taylor and Verdun discussed at lenath the need for a l(OOd working 
relationship with the County Superviaor of Aaaeasaents and the County 
Clerk. The process described in this paper evolved in two separate years. 
Jasper Unit #1 inforaation was obtained in 1985; for Robinson it is now 
beine developed in 1986. In both districts the levy procedure is very 
siailar. Where differences occur, it is mentioned. Exact fil(Ures are not 
included in the paper. Thia inforaation is available to the public through 
the Freedoa of Inforaation Act. The illportant aspect of the experience 
is the process, not exact figures. If the student were responsible for the 
levy in a school district, exact fitrureS would indeed be illportant. 
Accordina to School Code of Illinois, on or before the last Tuesday of 
Deceaber a Certificate of Tax Levy shall be filed with the County Clerk, accordina 
9 
to HB 121. The certificate states a certain sua is needed to operate the school 
district for the ensuing fiscal year. When a school district files for an increased 
• 
levy that is aore than 105� of the prior year's extensions a "Truth in Taxation" 
notice aust be published. Because of lower assessed evaluations, aoat districts will 
not be levying for aore than 105� of last year's extensions. 
At the tiae levies are being deterained the superintendent should 
have the following inforaation available: 
1. Projected or tentative assessed evaluation. In soae counties 
the Board of rev!� continues session late into the fall. This haapers 
levy decisions. Keeping in close touch with the Supervisor of Assessaents 
is absolutely necessary. To put it rather bluntly, this is a person 
. 
illportant to the superintendent. It would be wise to be on friendly teras 
with that person. 
2. The Supervisor of Aaseaaaenta also bas inforaation reprding 
the aultipller which cOlletl fro11 the Depart:aent of Local Affairs in 
Sprinif ield. 
3. Projected budget figures for the following fisc.al year are 
neceaaary for the levy process. However, with salaries aaking up 7�-80% 
of budget and contract negotiations deteraining salary, it takes aore 
than financial wizardry to estiaate a budaet so far in advance. 
4. History of tax collection in regard to exeaptions and 
assessaents is another facet Jaaes Taylor takes into consideration when 
working on levies. 
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5. Collection percentages are also pertinent to the total 
perspective. In Jasper County distributions have run 99 1/2� tor the past 
several years. This is not the case in aany districts. 
6. Other counties included in the district should be contacted in 
order to receive needed tacts. 
With the necessary figures, trends and budget intoraation, the 
superi.ntendent or business aanager is ready to begin the technical 
procesa ot levy procedure. Rate 11a1ts are established by state guidelines 
and the levy aust be within those liaits. 
In working with Mr. Taylor and Mr. Verdun it is obvious that the 
secret to an accurate levy projection is dependent to a great degree on 
good working relations with the County Clerk and Supervisor of 
Asse88•ents. Laws and School Code are clear on paraaetera ot the levy 
procedure. Experience and political astuteness are the real. keys to 
developing levies tor a school district. 
Level Four Experience 
FINANCE 
Part 3 
SUMMARY 
1 1  
Financial responsibilities have varied in the two districts because 
responsibilities of the student's adlliniatrative position were different. 
Consequently, the student has been afforded a wide ranae of experiences 
in the area of school finance. SOiie exuples are: 
1. A review of classified labor coats was conducted and 
subsequent reductions were twice in hours worked. A savings of 
approxi•ately 27� was effected in the cafeteria coats for FY 86. In the 
OBM fund, coats for custodial labor were cut by approxlllately 11�. 
althouah a aajor lite safety project was on1<>1.ng. (Jasper Unit 11) 
2. Purchasing procedures were changed in food service, paper 
products, educational supplies, and custodial auppliea. Percentaaea and 
uounts were difficult to substantiate. Savinp in food coats of 9�. paper 
products of �. and custodial aupplies of 1 � are approxillate aaounts. 
Large purchases of textbooks aade the educational supplies reductions 
difficult to eatiaate. (Jasper Unit tl) 
3. Under the direction of this student, Jaaper Unit tl secretaries 
coaputed eatiaated salaries of both classified and certified eaployees. 
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Because negotiations were coapleted prior to budget preparation, it was 
possible to accoaplish this task. Including all substitute or teaporary 
waaes, early retireaent, and resipationa, these estiaates proved to be 
9� correct for FY 85 and FY 86. 
Mr. Taylor was pleased with the accuracy attained by the student. 
This aethod has been used for FY 87 also. 
4. All special education eaployee costs are a responsibility of 
this student in Robinson Co-unity Unit School District #2. Budgets for 
special education, curriculua developaent, staff developaent, Chapter, and 
refora prograas are also duties of the intern. Basing costs on revenues 
fro• these state and federally funded prograas is included in the duties 
of the student as assistant superintend�nt. 
5. In Jaspel,' Unit #1, Jaaes Taylor spent a areat deal of tiae 
educating the student regarding levies. Robert Verdun is presently 
developing needed tax levies for Deceaber. The student is responsible for 
correlating the effect of lowered oil royalty taxes and assessaenta in the 
total perspective of tax levies. 
School finance is the base on which the entire educational prograa 
is built. This aay not be philosophically pleasing to educators but it is 
fact. A superintendent aust be knowledgeable on all factual areas of 
school finance, but aust have expertise in the area of public relations so 
that the district will provide the best possible education for students. 
Jaaes Taylor and Robert Verdun have been excellent teachers in this 
aost iaportant area of educational adainistration. 
Level Three Experience 
CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT 
Introduction 
A collllittee to evaluate the curriculUll in Robinson CUSD #2 becaae 
a reality in May of 1986. Based on a reco-endation of Superintendent 
Robert Verdun. the Board of Education approved foraation of the 
coaaittee. 
Parents. teachers. students, and adainistrators were recruited to be 
aeabers or the sroup. At the initial fall aeeting there were 28 people in 
attendance. Dr. David Bartz has been eaployed as a consultant by the 
Board of Education. 
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Prior to the eaployaent of an assistant superintendent for curriculua 
(intem), an organizational aeeting was held in May. That aeeting provided 
the basis for topics of discussion and general direction to begin the 1986-87 
year. 
Although staff aeabers have been cooperative and interested in 
curriculua developaent, there is a aajor concem expressed by most 
teachers and principals. The concern is that there will be preliminary 
evaluation of current curriculUll and that no further developaent will occur. 
At the Plans For 1986-87 October aeeting, agreeaent was reached in 
repro to the need for a coaprehensive plan to evaluate the present 
curriculua. In order to accoaplish this evaluation, every staff member in 
the district will ·be directly involved. 
Consideration of the four aajor acadeaic areas were addressed: 
social studies, science, aath. and language arts evaluations should be 
complete by February. Concurrently, foreip lanauage, physical education, 
art, and auaic curricula will be considered. A study of the vocation 
education curriculua will be coapleted by March. 
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Following the assessaent and evaluation of all curriculua, it will then 
be necessary to develop guides for the district. No textbook adoptions will 
be 1tade until the evaluation and guides are coaplete. 
Ori8Jlization of Curriculua Assessaent and Evaluation 
Plans have been coapleted for assessaent and evaluation. The 
following has been arranged: 
Noveaber 3 - A aeeting of the public relations coaaittee will be . 
held to brainatora. To be considered are plans for aedia coverage as the 
study is in progress. There will also be regular updates sent to staff 
aeabers and the Board of Education aeabers as subject areas are 
appraised. 
Within the curriculua coaaittee a planned agenda will be available 
for each aeeting. Degression aay be necessary during coaaittee aeetinga, 
but a concerted effort will be aade to keep the group on target for the 
task at hand. 
Noveaber 5-Noveaber 14 - A series ot all day grade/departaent level 
sessions have been scheduled. At those sessions, aath curriculua will be 
considered in the aorninp. Social studies will be the topic of discussion in 
the afternoons. 
A panel leader at each grade-department level aeetlng will be 
responsible for obWntna specific aaterial. There will also be a reporter 
(teacher) to take notes during the sessions. 
Prior to attendina the grade/departaent level aeetinp, each teacher 
will have coapleted the f ollowipg survey: 
Curriculua Assessaent 
Subject Area ------�-- Grade Level ----
Tille Per Day (in ainutea): 
Title of Text(a): 
Copyriaht Date(s): 
Allount of Text Covered (or expected to be covered) by end of year 
or tera: 
Suppleaentary Materials U'sed: 
How Is Student's Proaess Evaluated: 
Groupina - How Are Students Placed: 
Major Skills or Objectives of Course To Be Coapleted: 
COMMENTS: 
Stren,atha I- Weaknesses: 
15 
Concerns, Problea Areas, Suggestions For Iaprove11ent of Course: 
Noveaber 17 - The assistant superintendent will aake a curriculua 
presentation at the regular Board of Education aeeting. At that tille, the 
overall 1986-87 Curriculua plans will be explained to board aeabera. 
Noveaber 18 - The panel leaders fro• all grade levels and 
departaents will aeet with aeabers of the Curriculua collllittee who have 
volunteered for the various subject areas. 
Math people will aeet in the aorning, social studies in the afternoon. 
These groups will synthesize and organize data collected at prior 
grade/depart.Jllent level sessions. 
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Using this data, both an oral and a written report will be subaitted 
to the entire Curriculua co-ittee at the Noveaber 25 aeeting. Discussion 
of the reports will be encouraged with a final report being presented at the 
following Board of Education aeeting in Deceaber. 
Deceaber 1986-March 1987 - The saae plan for evaluating and 
assessing curriculua as it now exists in Robinson CUSD #2 will be followed 
for all subject areas. 
The final goal of the Curriculua collllittee is developaent of K-12 
curriculua guides for all subject areas in the district. Initial assessaent and 
evaluation is only one part of the necessary study. However, planning 
grade/departaent level aeetings followed by panel leader/co-ittee ae11ber 
aeeting allows for both horizontal and vertical aeasureaent of existing 
curriculua. During each of these sessions there should be coaaunication 
between staff aeabers in regard to eventual curriculua �des. 
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When all subject area reports have been coapleted, the second phase 
of the plan for 1986-87 year should occur. Definite planning for the next 
phase will occur in January, 1987. This will focus on K-12 curriculua 
guides. 
The direction Dr. David Bartz has provided and will continue to 
provide is greatly appreciated. With his �dance and the continued 
cooperation of staff aeabers, education in Robinson school district should 
be appreciably iaproved. 
J 
Level Three Experience 
EVALUATION PLAN 
Robinson CUSD 12 
Introduction 
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An evaluation plan as aandated by Illinois law was developed in 
Robinson co-unity Unit School District #2 and subllitted to ISBE on 
October 1, 1986. 
Inservice for developaent of evaluation plans was provided for the 
five participating adainiatrators by the Illinois Adainistrators Acadeay. Of 
the six teachers included on the Evaluation Coaaittee, three had attended 
IEA Suaaer Leadership Acadeay. IEA inatructors were an attorney and 
executive officer for the organization. Therefore, aeabers of the 
co-ittee bad varied backgrounds in teacher evaluation. A profeaaional 
attitude was aaintained by coallittee aeabers throughout the six sessions. 
Although a coapleted plan was submitted to ISBE on the appointed 
date, it is considered to be tentative by both a.da.1n:latrators and teachers. 
Plans to aeet on a reaular basis during the 1986-87 year have been agreed 
upon by evaluation teaa aeabers. The aajor goal of the coaaittee is to 
have a aore coaprebenaive plan coapleted by May, 1987. 
The plan aubllitted contains the followina coaponents as required by 
proposed ISBE rules: 
1. Cover letter indicating the cooperatively developed evaluation 
plan with signatures of co-ittee ae11bers, superintendent, and Board 
President. 
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2. List of district evaluators properly trained in Classrooa 
Observation of Teachers through the Illinois Adainistrators Acade•y. 
3. Job descriptions 
4. Procedures and standards 
5. Schedule of evaluations 
6. Definitions of terll8 
7. Rating Scale 
8. Evaluation Instrument 
9. Filing of evaluations 
10. Re•ediation procedure 
Althoqh the plan will be reviewed and revised throughout the year, 
the basic require•ents have been fulfilled. Refinement of job descriptions 
and the evaluation instrument are •ajor objectives all co-ittee •e•bers 
are co-itted to cooperatively achieve. 
How the.Evaluation Plan was Developed 
The assistant superintendent (intern) contacted Crawford Unit Two 
Education Association's interim president with an invitation to aeet with 
adainistrators regarding an evaluation plan. It was agreed upon by both 
parties that a teacher fro• each of four buildings as well as a special 
education teacher and the CUTEA president would coaprise the teacher's 
group. The four building principals and the assistant superintendent aake 
up the adainistrator's group. 
The philosophy of · teacher evaluation was discussed at the first 
coaaittee aeeting. Although for•al goals were not developed, the general 
consensus of opinion was that teacher evaluation is a •aJor co•ponent of 
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instructional and curricular improvement. Robinson school district is 
presently involved in a major curriculum development project. Teacher 
morale and espirit de corp is of major concern to the administration and 
Board of Education. An excellent evaluation plan will be a very important 
element in the overall improvement of education in this school district. 
Also discussed at the first meeting was a procedure for the 
development of a plan. A copy of the required components was given to 
each committee member. After consideration of all those components and 
how best to approach each one, a concern about the role of "consulting 
teacher" was expressP.d by teachers. 
Not only role, but responsibility is a concern. Teachers on the 
committee questioned the possibility of a statement from the Board of 
Education absolving teacher liability when acting as a consulting teacher. 
Because this is not merely a local concern, and because the law appears 
to be ambiguous, "consulting teacher" will be an ongoing topic of concern. 
It must be addressed in order to complete the rev.ised evaluation plan. 
Job Descr!ptions 
Job descriptions from several districts were reviewed including ones 
from the Tremont, Kaneland, and Thornton plans. A composite job 
description titled, "Job Description, Certified Staff" was finalized. This 
became a part of the Evaluation Plan. At the most recent meeting, the 
committee decjded to use this as a "general teacher expectatjon" document 
with several modifications. Job descriptions for counselors, speech 
pathologists, resource teachers, and media/librarians wj 11 be added to the 
general classroom expectations during this school year. 
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Evaluation Instr���nt 
Using the procedures adopted by the committee a pre-conference or 
initial meeting will occur. Focusing on areas of concern by teacher and 
admirustrator wHl provide a basis for planning the observation periods. The 
post observation conference will provide an opportunity for both teacher 
and administrator to verbalize results of the observation. At that time, the 
evaluation instrument will also be completed. 
The present evaluation instrument was changed only slightly from 
prior years' use. Basically the rating scale, the teacher comment space, 
and final over all rating were added. The reason so little change was 
made at this time is that all committee members agreed that several 
working sessions are needed to develop an acceptable instrument. 
Summary 
When the necessary changes are made in job descriptions and the 
evaluation instrument, other areas of concern will be addressed. Major 
changes are not expected to occur in definitions, procedures, and 
schedules. However, there will be some refinement necessary in the entire 
packet before finalization. As required by the law, the revised plan will be 
submitted to the ISBE upon completion. 
Level Three Experience 
READING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 1985-86 
Part I - Jasper Unit #1 
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Jasper Unit #l was allocated $36,043.35 for a reading improvement 
program for the 1985-86 school year. All districts in Illinois were given 
grants for reading improvement. These grants are a result of S.B. 730; 
Section 2-3.51. The task of applying for this grant was assigned to Mike 
Stanley, Assistant Superintendent. It was requested that the intern be 
allowed to co11plete the application with Mr. Stanley1s guidance. 
Various programs were d.iscussed with teachers that would be 
beneficial to the students. One idea suggested was use of the money to 
employ reading specialists for the remainder of the year. With this 
amount of money available, three teachers could have been employed for 
seven months. 
Another idea was to hire teacher a]des for all the first grade 
teachers, a total of nine people. With both of these ideas, a portion of 
the allocation could have been used for instructional materials. 
After several brainstorming sessions, which included classroom and 
reading teachers, a plan acceptable to all participants was devjsed. 
In effect this proposal involves a twofold plan: 
l. Teacher Inservice during the school year on released time and 
during the summer with a stipend. ($16,000} 
2. Supplementary reading materials purchased for each school, 
K-6. In Jasper Unit #1 district, one full-time K-12 certified librarian is 
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employed and two K-12 library clerks are employed. In some of the 
schools, the secretary doubles as library clerk. The librarian visited all 
schools and helped select which books are being ordered. {$20,043.55) 
The rationale for the adoption of this plan was based primarily on 
the concern that this may be a one-time grant. The purchase of 
supplementary reading materials will benefit students for years to come. 
The plans for improvement of instruction should complement the other 
staff improvement programs in Jasper Unit #1 and also benefit students 
for a considerable length of time. 
READING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 
Part ll - Robinson CUSD #2 
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The Reading Improvement Program is in effect again for the 
1986-87 school year. Under the direction of Mary Crum, the Robinson 
school district expended all funds for instructional products. Consequently, 
the distr.ict received many new books and other audfo-visual mater.ials. 
This year a committee of teachers, school librarian, building 
pr.tncipals, and the assistant superintendent met dur.i.ng the summer to plan 
for 1986-87. 
First and foremost, the group was in agreement regarding the 
importance of direct services to the children. Several assembly programs 
which include dramatization of classic: literature and storytel l ers have 
been scheduled. Reading consultants will direct teachers, while conducting 
classroom examples of good reading techniques. 
The center for the Study of Reading at Urbana has been contacted 
and staff members will be visiting the district. The major thrust of 
involvement in Robinson will be to develop a comprehensive program for 
increasing motivation to read. 
During the summer of 1987, a reading course will be offered to 
teachers by Flora Joy of Good Apple. A stipend will be paid to all 
teachers attending the course. A concurrent summer read.ing program for 
district students will be conducted and taught by Ms. Joy or another 
consultant. 
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Mini reading courses developed and designed by classroom teachers 
wil 1 be encouraged. Funds from the Reading Improvement Program will be 
used for this purpose. 
Summary 
The Reading Improvement Program has afforded school d.istricts an 
excellent opportunity to upgrade reading programs. Discussions with 
administrators from several districts indicates a trend to employ teacher 
aides and reading specialists with funds. This would appear to be a short 
term approach to reading improvement. Jasper Unit #1 and Robinson 
CUSD #2's plans were designed to provide long--term improvement of 
reading programs in the respective districts. Expanded libraries, 
supplementary books, and other instructional materials will be available to 
students for years to come. Increased awareness of teachers regarding 
new and better teaching techniques in the field of reading should also aid 
K-6 students for a lengthy period of time. 
Level Three Experience 
POTENTIAL RESTRUCTURING OF HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS AND 
SCHEDULING 
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General teacher meetings, department meetings, and administrative 
meetings have been occurring to discuss the following items: 
1. Number of periods in the school day. 
2. Curriculum content and course outlines in all subject areas. 
Concerns of teachers include job security, possible extra 
assignments, class size, and student welfare. During discussions it is 
sometimes difficult to discern which of these topics is uppermost in the 
minds of teachers. 
The plans, proposals, and suggestions included in these internship 
papers have not been accepted by the Superintendent or the Board of 
Education. However, they are the most reasonable plans presently devised 
by this student. As the school year progresses and various plans are 
accepted, reports will follow. 
Level Three Experience 
CHANGE IN HIGH SCHOOL SCHEDULE 
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Presently Newton High School has six 55 minute periods with a 25 
minute homeroom or activity session at the end of the day. Problems are 
arising because of the additional required subjects at all state colleges 
and universities. The new state guidelines have also affected students' 
abilities to complete required subjects. 
For the class of 1990 college bound students (Board of Governors, 
Higher Education) must have completed the following requirements: four 
years English, three years math, three years science, three years social 
studies, two years of art, music, or foreign language. 
In addition to requirements for college bound students, Jasper Unit 
#1 requires the following subjects for all students, based on state 
guidelines: three years English, two years math, two years social studies, 
one year science, one year art, music, foreign language, or vocational. 
Although a new policy for junior and senior physical education 
devised by I.S.B.E. allows students two more electives, the Newton High 
School college bound band student has difficulty if he/she wishes to take 
any vocational classes. 
Taking these problems into consideration, a series of meetings have 
been held with the high school staff. Many teachers suggest a seven 
period day, with no added teaching assignments. Their contention is that 
this will allow the college bound band student greater educational 
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opportunities. About 30 students from each class would be affected. Of a 
total 600 student enrollment this seems an inappropriate change for the 
entire high school population. If a non-college bound student needs only 
19 credits to graduate there would be two - three free perjods per day. 
College bound students could take up to six credits per year and become 
over loaded with assignments. 
After much consideration, the following plan has been devised: 
1.  Six regular 50 minute periods per day. 
2. One 45 minute period each day. This period will be set aside 
for band, which involves approximately 200-250 students. The remain1ng 
350-400 students would be assigned to approximately 40 teachers. The 
period would be used for peer tutoring, teacher tutoring, and li hrary 
work. The weight room would be open for athletes' use, also. 
3. A floating activity period, one each week on a seven week 
schedule would allow for various club and other group meetings. 
Teachers would not be given extra class assignments. Students 
could take up to five classes per year. For college bound pupils, the 
physical education policy allows two extra credjts during junior and senior 
years. This plan lends itself to flexibility for both college and non-college 
bound students. 
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Level Three Experience 
HIGH SCHOOL 
ENGLISH COURSE OF STUDY 
At the present time, the following courses are offered in the 
English department: 
English I (tracking in English I only) - 6 classes 
English II - 7 classes 
Precollege III - 4 classes 
Precollege IV - 1 class 
Practical English (for students having trouble in - 3 classes 
English II) 
Speech - 2 classes 
Applied English - 1 class 
Four years of English will be required for the collegf! bound 
student (1990). Three years are required for all other students. In order 
to be effectjve, the entire English program needs revision. 
The program presently follows these general guidelines: 
1 .  English T and English II students· must read four novels and 
units in grammar must be included. Creative writing may be included with 
the literature or grammar sections. 
2. Precollege English III includes a term paper assignment. 
3. Precollege English IV involves reading four novels and 
grammar. 
4. Practical English is devoted to grammar. 
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5. Speech consists of varied assignments in speech giving and 
short plays. 
6. Applied English produces the school newspaper nine times 
annually. Also, the yearbook is planned by the members of this class. 
The proposed plan would be as follows: 
(6-7 classes) English I (tracked) - One semester composition and library 
use. One semester public speaking and study skills. 
(6-7 classes) f;!_l_g).ish II - One semester - two novels and four short 
essays, written by students. One semester - one novel, 
three short stories, one play, a daily journal kept by 
students (to be teacher read weekly). 
(3-4 classes) English III - One semester - two novels with student written 
critiques, newspaper reacting. One semester - one novel, 
five short stories, student autobiography. 
(3-4 classes) �!'C1Ctical E�glish - One semester - reading short stories and 
short student written critiques. One semester - creative 
writing, language experience technique and newspaper 
reading. 
(3-4 classes) gn_glis�. IV - (Precollege) - One semester - two term papers. 
One semester - one novel (Shakespeare), one drama with 
written critiques. 
( 1  class) Applied English - Continue in present format. 
The English teachers will develop and design the specific 
curriculum, especially reading assignments. Writing assignments must 
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include time for self-correction and improvement. This will be a time 
consuming project. Staff development money has been allocated to provide 
stipends. Consultants will make presentations and specific suggestions to 
implement the new English curriculum. Curriculum guides will be placed on 
file in the English department. 
Level Two Experience 
REPORTING THE REPORT CARD 
Introduction 
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The first annual School Report Card as mandated by the legislature 
precipitated concern among Illinois administrators during the past year. 
Data was collected from each of the school districts in Illinois. This 
information included: 
1.  Student attendance rate 
2. Percent of students not promoted 
3. High �chool graduation rate 
4. Student mobility/turnover 
5. Composite and subtest means for college bound students 
6. Average class size 
7. Percent of enrollments in high school Math, Science, English, 
and Social Science 
8. Amount of time devoted to Math, Science, English, and Social 
Science at primary, middle, junior high level 
9. Percent of enrollments in college preparatory, general education 
and vocational education programs 
10. Percent of students placed in the top and bottom quartiles of 
nationally normed achievement tests 
Because this is the first year data has been collected, it. is not 
surprising discrepancies have occurred by inaccurate reporting. More 
complete directions and experience will aid in more accurate reporting 
next year. 
Additional information available to the state includes: 
1 .  Pupil-teacher ratio at elementary and secondary level 
2. Pupil-administrator ratio, both school and district wide 
3. Average teacher salary 
4. Average administrator salary 
5. Operating expenditure per pupil 
6. Expenditure by funds 
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Upon receipt of report cards in the district, plans were made 
regarding dissemination to the public. Certain requirements are decreed by 
the state. The Board of Education must receive Report Cards during the 
regular October board meeting. The media also is to be given copies of all 
report cards for the district. No change in the Report Card is al lowed. A 
cover letter or further explanation may be included in the envelope used 
for distribution. Every parent must receive a copy of each report card for 
all schools his child attends. 
!:!9� Jlobi!:l§P.!1_Re&or�ed Re.J2.Qr._t_fards 
The district has an enrollment of 1,947 students. Each of the four 
schools has its own report card. 
It was decided to send only the Report Card, not the Parent Guide, 
to all parents. It was then necessary to draft a cover letter to allow a 
basic understanding of the Report Card. Robinson district has been 
administering achievement tests at fourth, sixth, and eighth grades. 
Consequently, no scores were available at third and tenth grades for the 
necessary report card data. An explanation was included in the cover 
letter. 
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Estimates from printers were obtained. When the local printer was 
employed, it was made very clear that no copies of the report card and 
no information about the report were to leave the print shop prior to 
public dispersaJ. 
An Administrative Council meeting was planned in order that building 
principals be apprised of the Report Card for each of their buildings. 
Information regarding total district reports was also ava.Uable at that 
meeting. Dates were set for parent meetings at each attendance center. 
These were planned to follow the Board of Education meeting October 20. 
Staff meetings at all schools were also arranged for October 20 to 
make teachers aware of the information in the Report Card for thefr 
building. 
Report cards for each student in Robinson Unit #2 were placed in 
the evening mail October 20. Cooperation of unit secretaries made this 
rather monumental task possible. 
On October 20 the regular Board of Education meeting agenda 
included "Report Card." Mr. Verdun's presentation was very thorough. 
Areas of concern were averages of teacher and administrative wages, low 
enrollment in college bound courses, and lack of testing information. The 
overall summation by Mr Verdun was, "Average, but average is not enough, 
now or ever in Rob.inson school district!" 
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Level Two Experience 
SPECIAL EDUCATION TEACHER GROUP 
South Eastern Special Education Cooperative includes five 
counties in southeastern Illinois. There are 1 2  districts in the 
cooperative and approximately 120 special education teachers, including 
support staff from S.E.S.E. 
There has never been a teacher organization in the area which .is 
specifically for special education teachers. Consequently, teachers have 
little or no opportunity to interact with other special education teachers 
from their own discipline, i.e. Speech, EMH, LO, TMH. 
Last spring as Jasper Unit #1 teachers once again discussed this 
situation, an idea was formulated to provide the desired opportunity for 
special education teachers. At that time the intern was employed by 
Jasper Unit #1. With James Taylor's approval, plans were made to have 
a meeting in the fall for aJ l special education teachers included in the 
five county cooperative. Although a change in position to Robinson 
school district occurred, Robert Verdun also approved and encouraged 
completion of the plans. 
Olney is the most central location for all districts. A dinner and 
meeting were planned for September 23. The outlined program for the 
evening was presented to superintendents at a S.E.S.E. Council meeting. 
Again, approval was obtained. The superintendents agreed to sttbmi t 
names of tE!achers to the assistant superintendent (intern) at Robinson in 
order to send invitations. 
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Letters of invitation were sent and a total of 71 people attended 
the fjrst meeting. This means many teachers drove up to 60 miles one 
way, paid for their own meal, and devoted an entire evening to this 
meeting. What could be a more positive reaction to the idea? 
Following the dinner, group meetings of each special education 
discipline met. General discussions ensued, as well as specific "What are 
you doing?" conversations. Each group reported major concerns and in 
what direction they would like to see the group head. Every person at 
the meeting voted to meet again no later than November. A volunteer 
contact person in Speech, EMH, LD, TMH, and Early Childhood will 
coordinate the agenda for small group meetings following the general 
session and banquet at the November meeting. 
The consensus of opinion seems to be: 
Keep meetings informal 
Have specific items to discuss in small group sessions 
Try to meet four or five times a year 
Perhaps include a speaker on an occasion, but the opportunity to 
interact with other teachers in the same field is the most important 
facet of these meetings. 
The dedi cat.ion and concern of these special education teachers 
has been most rewarding to this intern! 
Level Two Experience 
LEADERSHIP TRAINING 
SCHOOL BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 
November 21-22, 1985 
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The leadership training conference was held in conjunction with 
IASB and IASBO at the annual meeting in Chicago. 
Included in the leadership training was a session concerning 
asbestos. The speaker was Fred Boelter of Carnow Conibear and 
Associates in Chicago. Mr. Boelter discussed a problem common to many 
school districts. At the time of the original asbestos surveys, the 
inspectors were not thorough in their inspections. In addition, when 
removal or encapsulation was recommended, it was not properly 
supervised. Consequently, many school districts are facing the prospect of 
another survey and additional asbestos abatement procedures. 
June Walley, an employee in the finance section of ISBE, along 
with accountant Gary Longman, discussed finance, budgets and audits. Mr. 
Longman is an advocate of accrual accounting although he admitted 
schools generally do not follow this process of budget and account 
planning. 
Richard Long, a business manager from Elgin school district, 
discussed the purchasing procedure in that district, which is very large. 
Some of his suggestions included development of a central warehouse, no 
matter the size of the district. He contends this expedites filling of 
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requisitions and is a great money saver. A good inventory process is 
necessary in order that tax dollars not be tied up in unused materials. 
Bill Sullivan of Cadre Consulting Services suggested that the Liquid 
Assets fund is an excellent source of increased income for school 
districts. An interesting discussion ensued among the conference 
participants in regard to the expedience of investing district funds other 
than in local financial institutions. Those participants from rural areas 
were most hesjtant to invest outside their district. 
Dale Kaiser, who is professor at Southern Illinois University, 
explained the Business Officials' administrative program available at 
Northern Illinois University. Several participants in the conference were 
graduates of the program, mostly from the northern and western suburbs. 
David Scott, an ISBE representative, appeared to discuss 
reorganization. A real debate developed with administrators from ruraJ 
Illinois and collar suburbs becoming visibly and verbally irate at the idea 
of reorganization. This topic was a major jtem throughout the entire 
IASB-IASBO meeting. 
The Leadership Conference was informative; however, many of the 
lectures were directed at large urban school districts. Most helpfuJ were 
the sessions on asbestos abatement, business official certification, and 
purchasing practices. A superintendent from a small district that has no 
business manager or assistant in charge of these matters would benefit by 
attendance at the leadership conf ecences sponsored by IASBO. 
Level Two Experience 
REPORT ON SPECIAL EDUCATION INSERVlCF. 
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All K-6 classroom teachers in Jasper County Community Unit #1 
attended half-day grade level meetings in January as a part of the staff 
development program. The special education presentation, which the special 
education coordinator conducted, was approximately 30 minutes with a 
short question and answer session, (see Appendix C). 
Emphasis was placed on learning differences rather than learning 
disabilities because a case study may provide answers other than 
placement in a learning disabilities class. 
A handout with only three points was discussed. The importance of 
early diag-nos.is was stressed. This is almost entirely dependent. on the 
classroom teacher. Responsibility to refer a student was also stressed in 
regard to legal ramifications. 
As procedure was outlined, it became apparent that some teachers 
needed the inservice. This will become an annual district wide 
presentation. Memos from the special education coordinator wj 11 be issued 
following each quarter as a reminder of the importance of referrals. 
Beginning with the 1986-87 school year this presentation will be on 
the agenda of the inservice at the first day workshop. 
Level Two Experience 
CAFETERIA PROGRAM COST REDUCTION 
Introduction 
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�ot unusual to cafeter.ia programs, Jasper Unit #1 food services 
has showed a financial loss for several years. During the 1984-85 school 
year, it was apparent the losses would again be of a significant amount. 
rt was decided by the Director of Special Services (intern) that means to 
remedy the situation should be sought. Support for this project by 
Superintendent Taylor and the Board of Education was readily granted. 
Assistance from the ISBE Food Service Department was requested. 
Three ISBE employees visited the district and made various gf'nen1l 
recommendations: 
lunch 
1. Decrease the labor force 
2. Make better use of food commodities 
3. Develop unit menus that fulfill requirements for a Type A 
4. Centralize food puchasing 
5. Increase lunch prices for both students and adults 
The first recommendation to decrease the labor force proved to be 
the most effective in cost reduction. This required careful study of prior 
years' number of food service employees and hours they worked each day. 
It was apparent the working conditions had remained the same whi 1 e 
enrollment had dramatically dropped. Major changes for the 1985-86 year 
were planned and implemented. District wide two less persons were 
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employed and hours were reduced for the remaining workers. For the 
1984-J 985 year salaries and benefits were $181,958. In 1985·-1986 they 
were $158,132, a savings of $23,826. Included in the $158,132 was an 
across the board raise of 5%. 
The second, third, and fourth recommendations involve food costs. 
By careful use of commodities, unit menus, and central purchasing costs 
were reduced in food and contracted services by a totaJ of $8,514. 
As was recommended by the state team, lunch prices were raised 
$.10 for students and S.15 for adults. There was no reduction in costs by 
price increases because participation was down. This is attributed to two 
new fast food restaurants within two blocks of the h.i.gh school. Open 
campus allows students the freedom to eat lunch elsewhere. 
The tot.a] reduction in costs in 1985-1986 from 1984-1985 was 
$35,379. There is no question that dramatic savings such as this will not 
increase in such amounts another year. However, based on saJary 
increases and anticipated food cost increases within three years at least 
$100,000 in cost reduction should occur. This is an example of the 
importance of the need for budget awareness by administrators. 
Examination of the budget and cost cuttfog procedures was a major 
concern of the student during her two years in the central office of 
Jasper Unit #1. 
Level One Experience 
STAFF DEVELOPMENT 
Madeline Hunter Workshop - January 18-19, 1986 
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The title of this conference was "Increasing Teacher Effectiveness". 
The major thrust of Ms. Hunter's presentation indicated a supportive 
attitude toward teachers. Her method of "teaching the teachers" during the 
two day conference was the method she prescribed to teach students. 
According to Ms. Hunter, there are three categories of teaching: 
1. Content - what it is you plan to teach. She stressed the 
importance of the "stair step" approach; that is you must not expect a 
child to learn content or concept without the proper background. An 
example would be that division cannot be learned until addition, 
subtraction, and multiplication are understood. 
2. Learner Behavior - involves input and output modalities. Various 
input modalities must be used in any classroom because all children do not 
learn in the same fashion. Also, by employing various .input modaliUes, 
learning is reinforced. The output modality depends on the teacher's ability 
to perceive that the learning objective has taken place. The manner in 
which the teacher perceives learning has occurred is somewhat the same 
as the input modalities. L.istening, working together as a group, and 
written ouput are important in development of rapport between teacher 
and learners or students. 
3. Teacher Behavior - A major portion of teacher behavior depends 
on teacher competence. Knowledge of subject is important; however, 
competence involves much more. Studellt motivation, rate and degree of 
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learning ability, retention, and ability to transfer are the four areas Ms. 
Hunter discussed. Lesson design is based on a teacher's ability to discern 
each student's motivation, rate and degree of learning, retention, and 
ability to transfer. Therein, lies the key to competence. 
As Ms. Hunter developed the three categories of teaching (without 
use of notes), her background in psychology was very apparent. The "why" 
of student's learning was explained in a scientific manner which could be 
easj]y understood. As she repeatedly mentioned, most teachers do many of 
the things she suggests by intuition. Her organization and explanation was 
excellent. 
One of the sessions was devoted to reinforcers as related to the 
rate and degree of learning. Over and over she insisted verbal 
communication .is the forerunner of wr.itten communication. Recalling the 
stairstep approach to learning, it only makes sense that until one can 
speak one cannot write. She also pleaded with teachers to decrease 
written assignments. Rather, she suggested signalling, an ingenious way to 
check an entire class for knowledge of a subject. The signalling is a 
number of hand signals which any teacher could easily de\·ise and use. 
"Sponge" activities were suggested - in effect, short question and answer 
sessions in order to utilize every minute of the day. 
Finally, her pointers on behavior should have been helpful to every 
educator present. Simply put: 
1.  Proxjmfil - just being near the student helps. (:'-1s. Hunter 
warned never to touch an agitated student as it may be perceived as 
aggressive by the child) 
2. �a�e use in a productive fashion, with no humiliation 
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3. Signal - unobtrusive eye or hand sjgnals without verbal output 
.4, Per�ona_l reminder - gently, quietly, firmly 
5. Private conference --�------ ---- - ---- -- documentation helpful in case all these 
steps have not been successful 
The ideas, all posHive in nature, Made.line Hunter presented during 
this conference were in a word - EXCELLENT! 
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Level One Experience 
PROPOSAL FOR PUPIL TUTORING PROGRAMS 
This proposal includes a tutoring program for Jasper Unit #1.  It 
addresses the need for elementary tutoring in the district. All tutors will 
be junior high students housed within the same building as elementary 
students. 
Junior high students will be given the opportunity to tutor elementary 
students using specific guidelines. Criteria for elementary students 
receiving tutoring services will be as foJlows: 
1 .  Students who a.re not receiving special services, remedial reading, 
math, or learning disabilities. (.Justification for this guidellne is based on 
the premise that if a student is receiving help, he/she is already absent 
from the class at times and should not miss more class time.) 
2. Students must be having problems in the subject for which he is 
being tutored; however, he need not be faiJing. 
3. Parents of students chosen for the program must give written 
consent. 
4.  No more than 3 0  minutes a day will be spent on tutoring. 
5. The teacher will provide brief directions or guidance for the 
tutor. 
6. The elementary student must wish to receive tutoring service. 
In order for a junior high student to be a tutor, these guidelines 
must be followed: 
1 .  Teacher recommendation i s  necessary. 
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2. Grades of the student should be C or above in every subject. 
3. The student must have at least one study period other than time 
spent with student he is tutoring. 
4. The student must submit a narrative report explaining why he 
wishes to tutor. 
5. Permission from parents will be required. 
Students will meet in the library and remedial resource room under 
the supervision of the librarian and the remedial math teacher. No more 
than three pairs of students per period will meet in each of those 
classrooms. 
An orientation per.i.od will be held for tutors and their students. 
Classroom teachers will suggest to student upon what tutors should work. 
The entire program wi11 be under the direction of the elementary 
counselor. 
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Level One Experience 
IASB NEGOTIATIONS WORKSHOP 
Introduction --�--·----
The School Management Foundation, a subsMiary of Illinois 
Association of School Boards, conducted a three day workshop at Mt. 
Vernon in January. The topic was Bargaining SkiJls for Management 
Negotiation Teams. Participants included school board members, 
superintendents, and other central office administrators. Presenters were 
Steve Johnson, Ron Booth, Chuck Skibbens, and Dirk May. This was an 
intensive, in-depth conference. As a member of Jasper Unit #1 negotiating 
team, attendance was suggested by the superintendent. 
Lecture 
Steve Johnson provided the opening lecture. Mr. Johnson discussed 
bargaining ground rules, strategies, and tactics. He stressed that bargaining 
is an adversarial situation, the union MUST win, and the board is always 
on the defensive. 
Mr. Johnson pointed out that the reasons teachers give for 
bargaining may be very different than the actual reasons for bargaining. 
He maintained there are three real issues: money, security, and power. 
According to Johnson, power is the major area in which unions operate, 
that indeed the purpose of unions is to run the dfatrict. 
Board objectives in bargaining are of a very different nature. The 
board should strive to allow the union to win only what the board wants 
the union to win. Victories for the union should come very slowly; small 
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concessions should be given. Before negotiations begin, the board should 
have developed flexible parameters. The proposal should be carefully 
studied in order that 7-0 votes will be assured. No new demands should be 
allowed at the table. The major concern of the board should be the 
product (contract) not the process (bargaining). 
Practic�-Negoti?.!!P!!.§. 
Following the lecture by Mr. Johnson, participants were divided into 
three negotiating teams. Each group consisted of board members and 
administrators. The assignment was to negotiate a contract for an 
jmaginary school distr.i.ct. Ron Booth, Chuck Skibbens, and Dfrk May played 
the part of union negotiators. Each team spent an hour prior to each 
negotiating sessfon developing contract language and proposals. As may be 
expected, the teams were no match for the SMFI negotiators. 
Arbi tr�.!!!>.!! 
In several instances negotiations were declared at impasse. The 
entire group met for arbitration sessions. Mr. Johnson was arbitrator and 
his decisions were binding. These sessions were even more heated than 
negotiations. 
Analysi�of th� Bargaining Pro�es� 
Finally, on the third day of the workshop the entire bargaining 
process was reviewed in a group session. At that time strikes, grievances, 
and economic packages were discussed. 
S�mmar� 
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This was an excellent workshop for both experienced and 
inexperienced negotiating team members. The initial lecture by Steven 
Johnson provided a basic understanding of what negotiations are all about. 
The practice negotiations were important in that it was obvious an 
inexperienced negotiator should not attempt to negotiate with a teachers' 
association. Arbitration procedures were explained well through the process 
used by SMFI employees. A reference notebook consisting of several 
readings, including a summary of HB 1530, was given to each part1cipant. 
This workshop provided a basic instruction for board members and 
administrators. It was not meant to train participants for negotiatfog, 
rather to make the bargaining process clear to those in attendance. 
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Level One Experience 
EIU ROUNDTABLE - REORGANIZATION 
The Eastern Illinois University Administrator's Round Table focused 
on reorganization of schools at the October 29, 1985 meeting. 
In the interim, Illinois leg.islature has been in session. The law has 
been changed because of terrific pressure from downstate and suburban 
schools. Although numbers have been removed and there is not a required 
submission of plans, certainly reorganization is not dead, merely delayed. 
The EIU Round Table was a relevant meeting which included 
speakers from ISBE, Miller, Tracy, Brown, and Wilson, LTD; as well as a 
representative ESR Chuck Sutton and two superintendents from districts 
recently reorganized. 
T.J. W:ilson, attorney, spoke of possible problems involved in 
reorganization. A major problem he discussed was in regard to teacher 
contracts. Specifically, Mr. Wilson mentioned that RIFing would not be 
possible in the first year of reorganization taking effect July 1.  Other 
concerns discussed were: multi-year superintendent contracts, a referendum 
where one district passed another failed and how that could be resolved. 
Alan Hall, superintendent of the newly formed Blue Ridge district, 
spoke of situations which seemed almost insurmountable. Examples are: 
1 .  Board policy 
2. Food service 
3. Building rental 
4. Athletic team names and mascots 
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5. Prices for extracurricular events 
6. Discipline policy 
7 .  Teacher evaluation 
8. Schoo.I attorney 
9. Negotiations 
10. Class size 
1 1 .  School colors 
12. Teacher contract 
13. Transportation 
14. Grade point average 
15. Pay schedules 
16. Levies 
Many of these topics had not been resolved in October. The district 
had been operating since August. Time may have helped to heal some of 
the scars or reorganization which includes the towns of Mansfield, 
Beleflower, and Farmer City. However, 13 years after reorganization in 
Jasper Unit #1, there are people in areas of the county who continue to 
resent consolidation. 
It will be interestfog to observe what the next formal step or 
reorganization will be in Illinois. 
Level One Experience 
OPTIONAL EDUCATION 
Clay-Richland-Jasper ESR 
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As a result of SB 730 and SB 1218, funds have become available to 
provide funding of alternative education programs for school drop-outs and 
"at risk" students. 
In the Clay, Richland, Jasper ESR an optional education program has 
been funded by the state. Carl House, a former assistant superintendent, is 
the director. Each county has two teachers and one teacher's aide. A 
special needs coordinator works in all three counties to orient new 
students into the program and work with parents. 
Presently, the program is focusing on the 18-21 year old students 
who have dropped out of high school. The teachers will prepare students 
for the GED exam. 
The program is not limited to 18-21 year o]ds. A Jasper County 
resident who has not completed eighth grade will be finishing the 
necessary coursework so that she may enter high school in August. Goals 
and guidelines for this student were cooperatively developed between the 
Optional Education and Jasper Unit #1 staff. 
If the funding continues in the 1986-87 school year, 15-18 year old 
students will be .included in the program. 
An Exploration Paper 
HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAMS 
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Current literature indicates major problems are evident in nearly every 
high school throughout the nation. Current literature also indicates there is 
hope for every high school, be it rural, urban, or suburban. 
Many high schools continue to operate in nearly the same fashion as 
they did twenty-five, perhaps even fifty years ago. The major difference in 
the high school of the forties and that of the eighties is an increase in 
vocational programs. Concern for academic achievement had decreased 
durjng those years; however, the trend J s  once agajn mov]ng toward the 
importance of academics. 
Ernest Boyer's !!hih _f>f!looJ is a comprehensive study of high schools 
in the United States. Fifty-six percent of our high schools are rural, 
thirty-four percent suburban, and ten percent are urban. Some commona.lities 
of high schools are the six or seven period day, requirements for hall 
passes, and no smoking in school. Many schools continue to have a dress 
code. 1 Another commona.lity is the term "comprehensive" which is the 
description usually given to most high schools. This means the school offers 
an academic program for college bound students, a vocational program for 
job-oriented students, and a general studies program for the undecided 
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2 student. A few high schools are magnet or alternative centers for 
students. Magnet schools and alternative high schools are more likely to be 
established in urban areas than rural simply because of enrollment numbers. 
I n  I l l i n o i s  c o m p e t i t i v e  g r a n t s  f o r  t h e  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  o f  
truant/alternative/optional programs have been made possible by Senate 
Bills 730 and 1218.3 
Teachers are weary; principals are preoccupied; according to Boyer in 
High School. A general complaint from teachers is that there is no real 
pJan for the high school in which they teach. No plan for currkuJum, with 
no direction from the administration, leads to a dreary education for 
students. Principals are consumed with administrative procedures and 
practice. Educational goals are of marginal concern and teachers generally 
do not know what goals, if any, are important to their high school .4 
A study, under the direction of Donald A. Rock, produced 
recommendations for district, st.ate. and federal policy makers to jmplement. 
An important conclusion was: "The major reason for decline (in vocabulary. 
reading, and math test scores) was a decreased decline in academic 
emphasis in schools. "5 This study recommended the following: 
1 .  Increase the required number of  courses in  basic academics. This 
increase should not be at the expense of remedial or vocational programs, 
however. 
2. More opportunities for writing and partidpatfon in laboratory 
courses should be afforded the students. 
3. Course content and instructional methods should he revieweci. 
4. 6 Homework should be assigned in all courses. 
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A consistent theme of the educational reform movement is the need 
for more rj gorous and str.ingent academic curriculum. "A Nation at Risk" 
suggests the fallowing requirements: 
Four years of English 
Three years of mathematics 
Three years of science 
Three years of social studies7 
In H�g_h S_2hool, Boyer's requirements would be: 
Three years mathematics 
1/2 year computer science 
2 years physicaJ education 
4 years English 
3 years social studjes 
3 years science 
2 years arts, drama, or music 
2 years foreign language (for college bound students) 
An additional "service" unit wou]d be added. Students would spend 
time in volunteer community or school work for an allotted time throughout 
the high schooJ years.8 
Theodore Sizer recommends a complete restructure and reorganization 
of high school curriculum. He suggests a radical departure from traditional 
disciplines. There would be clusters in four m<lin areas: inquiry and 
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expression. mathematics and science, philosophy and history, l iterature and 
the arts.9 
Boyer dovotcs much of his book to improvement of instrucliou or staff 
development. His concern for administrntive responsibilities unrelated to 
student instruction is evident throughout the study. Boyer advocates four 
regular teaching assignments and one small seminar or stuoy group rather 
than the traditional fjve assignments.1 0  A Teacher Excell ence Fund should 
be established to promote the design and implementation of special 
professional projects. Outstanding teachers should be recognized publicly. 
They should have more preparation time. Especially teachers should be 
exem11t from monitoring of halls. lunchrooms. and recreation areas. 1 1  
"Raising expectations" is a phrase used repeatedly in the literature 
concernfog the dilenma of high schools. David P. Gardner, chairman of the 
National Commission on Excellence in Education and president of the 
University of California. has outJined specjfj c ways expectatfons can be 
raised: 
1. By grades. which reflect the degree to which students 
demonstrate how well they understand what they are studying. 
2. By graduation requirements that tell students which subjects are 
most important. 
3. By examinations, which signal to students what is expected of 
them if they are to earn a diploma or a degree. 
4. By college admission requirements. 
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5. By the level of difficulty that textbooks and other reading 
. l t 12 ma ten a s presP.n . 
Very few high schools are exempt from the problems and concerns 
expressed by Sizer, Boyer, Rock, Gardner and their colleagues. Lack of 
d.irectio11 and planning for good high schools is a major issue. Staff morale, 
of both teachers and administrators, also ranks as a serious concern. 
Curriculum that js outdated <md irrelevant requires attention. Rajsfog 
expectations is an important part of the overall improvement in high 
schools. 
As a re�rnlt of the research and var.ious studies on high schools 
coupled with political and public pressures, high schools of the 90's should 
be greatly improved. 
1Boyer, !:Ugh Schoo!, p. 22. 
2Boyer, H.igh Schoo!, p. 20. 
Footnotes 
3n lino.is State Board of Education Reform Law Bulletin, Topic #23. 
4H!g.h ..§S:J1_ool, p. 43, 59. 
5Patricia Pfoe, R�.!Si!lg St.andard.§ _.il!_§.�hg9ls, p. 1 2  (AASA Report) 
6Patrida Pine, RaJ�1 g ?t.�rrc.!�r.9.s in_S.91)9ols, p. 13 (AASA Report) 
7 Patricia Pine, _8a_.isfo_K..1!C!I!�ar_<i� .. � _§.chools, p. 13 (AASA Report) 
8Patricia Pine, B�.�_.ing_.-fil:�!!Qg:trgs JD._��hool§, p. 15 (AASA Report) 
9r. Sizer, Ho_r�c_e,'_s __ C<?._�Q.�omise, p. 132 
lOBoyer, H-!&11 Sch,991, p. 307 
11Boyer, H.�gh __ School, p. 311 
12 AASA Report, p. 32 
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An Exploration Paper 
EXCELLENCE IN EVALUATION 
Introduction 
Excellence in evaluation is the key to excellence in education. 
1 Research in teaching practices has shown that teaching is an art. Without 
direction the good teacher has less opportunity to become an excellent 
teacher. That direction should come through teacher evaluation aimed at 
better teaching practices. 
It is important to accept the philosophy that teaching is the integral 
means of educating students. The manner or style in which a teacher 
teaches must be a source of intrjnsic satisfaction to the teacher, to be 
educationally productive for students. To develop this satisfaction, artistry 
. . l d 2 lS lnvo ve . Phillip Jackson has said, "we should try to foster whatever 
artistry the teacher can provide."3 
Responsibility for fostering the artistry of teaching is an 
administrative responsibility. To evaluate teachers, administrators must 
receive the proper instruction and training. 
Teacher evaluation systems have been summative in nature for many 
years. A summative approach to teacher evaluation does not foster 
instructional .improvement because it is more adversarial in nature. The 
ideal evaluation model would be formative and would encourage better 
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teaching practices. If an evaluation process can be successfully developed 
4 that stresses a formative attitude, the teacher will feel less threatened. 
Criteria for Evaluation 
Definition and ScoQe 
Several areas must be addressed in development of the evaluation 
model. The first component of good evaluation is a definition of the scope 
and content of a position. Redfern insists an awareness of job expectations 
is absolutely essential. Broad areas of responsibility should be developed 
and used properly.5 It is imperative that teachers receive these criteria 
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upon employment. This would then be the first step in the evaluation 
procedure. The administrative staff should consider th.is for the new teacher 
orientation agenda. Redfern's model is somewhat lengthy and could be 
adjusted for a district's needs. 
I.9entifying Needs: Planni!l&.J::.£>.�f erence 
A planning conference to identify needs .is necessary prior to any 
actual evaluation. Acheson and Gall suggest this conference should be open 
and forthrig·ht. The administrator must set the tone in order this not be an 
adversarial meeting. 6 Redfern suggests it may not be necessary to put 
I . . . 7 t 1ese concerns in wnt1ng. However, .if they are in writing, the next step 
of the evaluation may provide a springboard for discussion if handled in a 
positive manner. 
Redfern cautions against the performance objectives becoming so 
narrow in scope that the total teaching performance may not be properly 
perceived. The di.strict has a responsibility not to evaluate on personality 
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alone; however, in areas of discipline, warmth toward students, and 
emotional stability, personality is the key. Using another form for stating 
specific objectives 8 is suggested by Redfern. It may be expedient to 
develop one form that could be used for addressing both specific and 
general areas of concern. 
Observation ·---·--·-- -··-
Classroom observation is not necessarily of long duration at one 
particular time. It may consist of several short vis.its. Also, the classroom 
should not be the sole arena of observation. Supervision in the hall, class 
dismissals, and other duties for which the teacher is responsible should be 
observed. 
The belief that evaluation is a cooperative effort of teacher and 
supervisor allows for proper perspective of the classroom observation.9 Use 
of common goals or needs which have been developed at the planning 
conference providf! a bas.is for the classroom vis.it. Both teacher and 
supervisor should be aware this is a formal evaluation observation. 
Obviously, this should not be the only classroom visit by the administrator. 
Although there are many rating scales available and utilized in school 
systems, Dr. McGreaJ 's final choice is. a narrative description. He suggests 
the use of Madeline Hunter's model as one way to record and report 
l b t . 10 c assroom o serva ion. 
Post_gyaluation Conference 
The post evaluation conference should be planned so that both teacher 
and administrator have ample, uninterrupted time for discussion. With <ill 
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written evaluation material available for the teacher, a good planning 
conference, and a comprehensive classroom observati011 the evaluation 
conference should go smoothly. Each participant should know what to 
expect because there has been a sufficient p]anning as background. 
Acheson and Gall use the term "feedback conference" to describe the 
evaluation conference. They stress the importance of allowing the teacher 
to discuss observation data. This is to assure good lines of communication 
between evaluator and evaluatee. 1 1  It is also the time when the evaluator 
should be direct about any areas of teacher performance that require 
improvement or remediation. 
Follo� 
Teacher evaluation should be based on an evaluative process which i8 
ongoing. Consequently, there will be a need for follow up on some items 
discussed in the evaluation conference. Specific points to be considered at 
a later date need to be in writing for the protection of both parties.
1 2  
Summary �f the Evaluation Process 
Whatever mode] of teacher evaJuation is used, a definite procedure or 
process must be followed. In all the readings for this paper, some general 
guidelines appeared to be common: 
1 .  Job targets o r  needs must be developed and clearly understood by 
those involved in the evaluation. 
goal. 
2. Supervision and evaluation should become more compatible. 
3. Avoidance of adversarial relations when at all possible should be a 
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4. Self appraisal should be part of the evaluative process. 
5. Careful planning of planning or pre-conference, observations, post 
conferences, and follow up action will assure better evaluations. 
Excellent evaluations are not a happenstance. They require education 
and experience for all parties involved in the process. 
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE 
An unusuaJ diversity of exper.iences was provided during the 
internship of this student. Employment in two districts afforded the 
opportunity of supervision by James B. Taylor, superintendent in Jasper 
Un.it #1, and Robert Verdun in the Robinson school district. Differences in 
management style and administrative practfoes allowed greater professional 
growth for the student than would have occurred under the direction of 
one person. 
Responsibllities of the intern were factors in the diverse experiences. 
An outline of those responsibilities follows: 
.JAS. PER UNIT I EXPERLE;.NCES 
I. Supervision of Buildings and Grounds (Ten attendance centers) 
A. Life Safety Project - (Level Four Experience) 
B. Management of Custodial Staff 
1. Reduction in staff and length of workdays. 
2. Central purchase of janitorial supplies. 
3. Inservice for buj]ding maintenance by custodians. 
C. Roofing Projects (Four Schools) 
1. Roof repair 
2. New roof specifications and bidding process 
3. Manufacturer guarantee 
D. General Maintenance 
1 .  Summer work plans 
2. DaiJy contact with 
maintenance needs. 
3. Long range maintenance 
a. Floors 
pri ncipa 1 s 
b. Painting - inside and outside 
c. Lighting 
d. W fodow/door replacement 
e. Furnance and boiler inspections 
regarding immediate 
II. Special Education 
A. Supervision of programs. 
1.  EMH - in district 
2. LD - in djstrjct 
3. Speech - in district 
4. Low incjdcnce - Special Education Cooperative 
B. Case Studies - (80-90 per year) 
1.  Completion of necessary forms 
2. Arrangements for conferences 
3. Attendance and direction of conforences 
4. Implementation of recommendation 
C. Annual Staffings (175-190 per year) 
D. Supervision of Personnel 
1. Includes djrection of all teachers 
2. Teacher evaluation 
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E. South Eastern Special Education Cooperative Council �ember 
1.  Attendance at monthly meetings 
2. Participation in cooperative direct.ion 
F. Special Education Budget 
1.  Salaries 
2. Instructional supplies 
3. Inservice 
4. Completion of state/federal forms 
G. Preschool Screening 
1 .  Coordination of program 
2. Publicity 
III. Cafeteria Program 
A. Supervision of Personnel 
1. Evaluation of program 
2. Cost cutting process in regard to labor .in hours and staff 
numbers. 
3. Inservice to aid cooks in time and labor management. 
B. Central Purchasing 
1.  Food 
2. Supplies 
3. Equipment 
C. District Wide Menus 
D. Completion of State/Federal Forms 
IV. Health Services 
A. Supervision of Nurses 
B. Policy Development 
1 .  Medications 
2. Lice Control 
3. Infectious and communicable diseases 
C. Purchase of Supplies 
V. General Business Management 
A. Central purchasing/bid process 
1 .  Paper Products 
2. Equipment and Furniture 
3. Instructional Supplies 
B. Budget development - All funds 
B9_12!NSON CUSD #2 EXPERIENCES 
I. Curriculum 
A. Djstrict Curriculum Committee 
1. Evaluation of Curriculum 
a. Grade/department level meetings 
b. K-12 meetings 
c. Report to committee 
d. Report to Board of Education 
e .  Publ ic  speaking engagements in  community 
B.  Other Areas of Curricular Responsibility 
1.  Consideration of textbook adoptions 
2. Consideration of new courses 
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3. Supervision of current grouping methods for reading and 
math. 
n:. Special Education 
A. (See ll under Jasper Unit n 
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B. Organization of five-county special education teachers' group in 
correJation with South Eastern Special Education Cooperatjve. 
III. Gifted 
A. Submission of amended application 
B. Appraisal of current gifted program 
:1 .  CommHtee of teachers, admfoistrators, and parents 
2.  Planning for pull out program beginning January of 1987. 
a. Fourth/fifth grade 
b. Two afternoons per week 
c. Teacher presently teaching in district 
d. Visits to other districts 
e. Attendance at State Gifted Meeting 
f. Olympics of the Mind program at high school level 
3. Budget and financial record keeping 
IV. Staff Development 
A. Evaluation pJan completed in cooperation with teachers and 
administrators and submitted ISBE 
B. Inservice 
1 .  First day teachers' workshop - Dr. R.  Gholson 
2. Grade/department level meetings 
3. Parent/teacher conferences 
4. Mt. Vernon Conference arrangements 
5. Planning for Crawford-Lawrence County Mini--Conference 
a. ESC 17 representative - Annette Marls 
b. R. Haney, Assistant State Superintendent 
c.  Roger Lewis, E.S.R. 
6. Professional Leave 
a. Teachers 
b. Administrators 
7. Budget responsibility 
V. Chapter I Administration 
A. Application - including reallocation amendment 
B. Supervision of Personnel 
1 .  Plans for restructure of program 
2. Coordination with classroom teachers. 
C. Budget responsibility 
VI. Educational Reform Initiatives 
A. Application and admin.istration of various grants. 
1 .  Reading Improvement 
2. Learner Outcomes 
3. Report Cards 
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B. Research and reports concerning other SB 730 and HB 1070 
items 
1. Truant Alternative Program 
2. Summer School - including gifted 
3. Tutorial programs 
The internship was especially re.levant in both djstricts because the 
intern's assignment was (is) in the central office. This afforded the 
opportunity to be involved in every facet of district admjnistration. 
Diversity of management styles is also an advantage for the intern. 
James Taylor has been superintendent in Jasper Unit #1 since the district 
became a unit in 1971. His expertise in the area of finance is an accepted 
fact. Yir. Taylor has devoted many hours explaining school finance. 
Responsibilities of the student for budget development has been very 
beneficial. 
Robert Verdun has a diversified background in administration. He has 
been a building principal, assistant superintendent, and superintendents in 
two districts. While in Robinson he has been successful in getting a 
referendum passed. The current curriculum development project being 
dfrected by the intern was initiated by Mr. Verdun. Both James Taylor and 
72 
Robert Verdun have provided excellent instruction and direction during this 
internship. 
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HOW 1·0 SWIM JYJTH SHARKS: 
A J>JUME.ll 
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At·tuaU)', nubc1tly wcmfl 10 '"'int "·ith •link•. I t  '' nut ;111 at k11owl· 
�lgt<I 'port, anJ i1 ;, nt'ilht•r tnjuy.ahlt' nur rxhil;,aratiu�. Tht·� i11-
•trut tion• ut w1 illt'll primanly 101 the: �ntlit of thol>t' "·hu, by vir1m· 
of atu:ir u c n1patiu11, foul tht')" m1ut s"·im •n1tl hmJ th:1t tht• watt·• h 
mlt')tc-d "''ith •ha1 h. 
I t  i) of c.1l>\·io11ll impoi t:mct tu lr;1m that 1ht "':llt'Pi :nc.· ih:trl iu-. 
lnlt'i l lx·lutt t•1llllllt't1t'iU� tu)\\ ini. I t j, ).lit' h> ,.»Ulll<' that thi) i11iti1i1l 
dt'ttr111inti1tiou h:all alrc.acl) �t'll ni;,adc. I t  tht "·att'o were t:lt'<lrl)· 1tot 
i�h;irk inft)tt'd, tf1i!I "'uuht •� of liult' i11ttu:i.t or \'.alut'. II tht· Wftlt'ii. 
Wt'ft' !>h:u l inft)tt<l, d1t" n:aivt' •Wimmt"r ii. by now proh;1hly llc:)·u1ul 
l1dp: ;.u tht' H'l'l ltOll>l lie.· ' "'' tl11uhtll"!\.' lost ;my iutt'ant iu lt':1rni11K 
huw tu •Wini with )harL.•. 
•·iuJll) ,  'win1111i11K .,_,.ith )Ii.irk.' 1s lil.t :my othtr •kill : it nnu . .  t ltt" 
ltarntd hum booh :alout: thl' nu\· it t mu)l prat·1icr in unltr Ill  ell'· 
wrluv tht· al.111. T he lullo"·i1114 rult-!1 )imply M:l lorth tht" lu11cl.1111l·1 1tal 
pri11t.:iplt-:11 whid1, it lollu"·rll . "· ill nial.r it p(�1blt to Mlf\ ivt "· h ilt.· 
hne1111i11g t'Xpt."rl lhwuKh pr�n1n-. 
I� u /e·s 
I . .  .f .u11rru• 111111/octi/u·1I /u/1 1trr _,,.,,, .•. ,.-Not ;all 1h:irl' foul lih 
•h:1rL.,, ;uul M>tllt' 1i�h "·hid• ;ail' uot :.h;ar'" •U111l'limc-� Ot< 1 l ilt• i.ha1l). 
link)) )UU h:1n ,,· iuu·•"'·cl ,,u ,·il<' bd1a\·ior in tht 1>rt·sc.-111:t' of �hC"tl 
bloc.id on anort than out uru�1on, it ii. Lt-lit 10 a)!l\ltnt ;m 1111lriu"'" 
• I  11110· " L11 .. w11 ,.,.,,.,, 11 ... ;,1111 .. u ,  "''" ,1,, 11 111 t'•1t• 111 llCI:.! fl,· "'·" h,.u '"'''" ,. 
, ...... , .... 1,..,1 ul •••'"·"" \'•>lt"u" ,.,.,1 "" "'"r""' of f .. "I'"'" t:.n1•h .. 11 .\1•1• .. u·utt. 111" ,.....,, ••• " 1 111r11 lu1 'l""'ll'' ''" • o Ku .. 11• II ''"') h"H' ''""''"'' 111111lu ........ , ti .... , 
............... ....... ..... . ...... h •·> Ill II ....... J •""""· .... t:ln. Uh' ....... h ... ........ ...... M .. ..... ,. 
........ _., ...... .... l'C .... ... ..... l)t·, ... 1 111.c-111 ... """"" ...... t '"'""''l lllJ . ...... J"""' ... ,oL ... , 
U1th1·r•••r 111111 tl ..... 11,.1, 7�'U ku1Lo1hl A\rllU4:, a .. hi111uu" �bl)l4tkl :l�'ll'o. 
, 
spa: in is a iharl. lnt>1.pcrit'nt:'d swimm'rs hav' be"' barlly manglt'd 
b)· eai.sumin� th:H cludlt• lk'havinr i11 tht ah�un: of hlood i11di.-ah·s 
tlat11 "" fo,h is no1 a �h;ark. 
2. l>u ""' blutl.-lt i� a c:ard111al priudpl' 1h;u if you ill<' i11j11n·d 
cilhtr by ;Affitlt'nl or by inll·1u you llllllll not hlrttl. t·.>q>et 1c.·1u·� """""" 
that hlr'-"di11., prompts an l'\'t'll 11101 c- a��' l''"in� attark atul will oflc.·11 
J'lmokc till' parti«ip;atiuu ol �harkll whic Ii ;ue uninvolvrtl or. a' 1111tc.·cl 
al>c,ve. arc usu<Ally docile. 
A1l111ittt'tll)'. it is ctithnah not to hlf't'tl �·hm injun'\I. huknl . . 11 
tint thi:. m;,ay ittm impo!i.sible. Diligent pr.it:tice, however. will permit 
the experienced 1�·immcr to 1ustain a Krious lat:cration without 
blct\Jing :met without rvt'n cxhibiling ;my loss of c.:ompoMm'. Thi' 
hemostatic rc:Htx can in p.ut � conditioned. hut thrrt may I>'-" nm· 
�itution;al aspt-c·� iH wt'll. Those who c;mnOl ka�n to co11 lrol tht>ir 
blccding :11houlc.I not aucmpt lo swim with �hat'-'· for tht' lK:' ii i" 
tuo gre.it. 
The.• tontrnl of hlt"�ing has a positive protrrtive tlcmrm for 1l1t· 
1wimmc:r. The: sharl will be coeilust'd as to whether or not his au;ad, 
h<A� injured you, and C'uufusion is to the swimmer's advantage:. Ou 
thr ulht'r hand, thr sharl may know hr has injurt'rl you antl hl· 1m1· 
zkd ;u to wh)· )'OU do not blttd or �how distrcb. This also h .. � a p10-
(uund cffc:u Oil sharks. Tht'y �in questioning their own putrnq 
or, oahc:mati,·dy. bdieve the '"''inuut'r to h;ave supt:rn.uural JK>Wt't,.  
:i. <:emu/CJ any UJ.(�'''l.wm #JrumJ!tly.-Sharls rarely at tack ;t !>Willl· 
mt·r "'·itlumt warning. Usually thtrt is SOtnt' ltt\lativr. c.-ll.pl11rall1ry 
tA��rt"M•l\·l· ;u 1iut1. It j, important that the: l\Wi111111r1 rru1�11i1n that 
tl1t) lwh;l\ '°' n ;e prt'lmlt' tu ;m ;attat:l ;md talell prompt a111I "it:,un.>1h 
a·c:mrctial actiuu. The appropri<att rountermove is a sharp hlow to 
lhl' u�-. Almu�t iu\';ni;1bly this will prcvrnt a lull·w:,.le aUiAt:'-. fur it 
au .. Ln it dc:otr th;,at you uaultntaud the 1h;.irk ·) illltlltiom aucl ;art' 
prc:p.trt'tl to UK' �·h.itrvrr fun·c '' net:c�ry lo repel hi� _.ggrc,i.ivc 
�:tiuo�. 
Sumc '"" 1 1 11mra·) mistakenly l�lirvt" that ;au ingroatiatiug auitmk 
will di�pd au attack. nmler thr� circumlitancrs. This is not cunrct; 
1ut.h a rt�pou� pruvot.n ;a �hark au:w·k.. Tl1111M: who h11l<l lhi' t'l W· 
ucuu:. vic:w nu U)nally be itlcutificd by their missing limb. 
4. Gd '"" ii sumru•1e is hleeding.-lf a swimmer (m dlark) ha• 
bct'tt injured auJ •� blttdinK. gtt out of the wattr promptly. The 
prt')(ll<"t' of blood anJ tht' thruhin.c of water will clicil aau<"·Nive 
btla;,avior c\·cu iu the mo)t tltit:1lc of .harks. Thi> l.ittu group. poorly 
��6 I ,.,,,,,.,., Cua.•lr•M • 11..,..,. '" , ,..,.,. .,.,,,, )11••*• 
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.kill�I in auackinJt. ohcn hchavC's irratiuu;1lly -.ncl 111;1y alla('l un in· 
volvf'd 1wimmen or ,h;ub. Some ate '° inrpt lhat i11 tl1l' &.oulu)lion 
lhry injure 1hcm1elvt')I. 
No mdul purpo.c is �nc:d in allcmpting 10 rc)('u� the iujurcd 
'winuncr. He cilht·r will or will not 1urvh•c tht: auac:l, and )'OUI 
intcrvcauion c.:t1unot protect him om:c bluod has been !llu:cl. Thu)l· 
who !l11rvive "''" au -.uad,;. ruel) \'enturc: w sw im wi1h !lh;u ks a�ain, 
0.11 .a11i1uJc ,,·hidt is n·.idil)· mulc.-1·,1ttn1leabll'. 
The l;u:l of df«:ti,·c coumtrmca,ures to a lul l)'  clndua�l 'harl 
tlllacl c-mphoasi1e1 the. impon.mn: u( the nrl icr ruk)I. 
[1. u�c ""'"· irtm-y relulit1tiu11.-A l'Olbl;&nt J;t11Kt'l' IU the slille<l 
'"· in1mcr i1 that the sharl.s "·ill for11,N that I� is ,L.illr&l """' m"y M· 
tacl iu error. Some .htaa�' h;ave notoriously puor mt'moric, in thi)I 
rrg;m.I. This memory ''* uu he prevented by a pwgram of 4111tic.:i· 
1>;1tm·y retaliation. The.- sLil lt•d !l\\' i1111uc1· w1uultl c:"ll�itKC i11 th� iilC.:· 
1 ivitic, pcriodi«all)', and 1hr 1�riuds i.laould � Jc,!I 11han 1hc memory 
spau of the 11h;a1·k.. Thu:.. i t  ill nul po�'ilJk lo •t.ill' h�t·1l i1 1 1t:rval,. Tht· 
pron•duu niay netd to ht· rcpt·att'tl h l'llllt'nll)' wi&h lur�&·tful "'ark)I 
and tH'cd I� dout' only '"",. lot �h;arl' "'ilh lot;,) H'l ;ill. 
Tht' prnn·dmt' is ts.'llt'alli.tll) the \;lll1c ;as tk�n il"-'cl mult·1 rule: :i-a 
,har p Llow to the.- n�. lit:re, howcVl'T, the hlo"' ii. uuc' l)('t:ICd aiul 
w:rVt'!I ao rc111i1ul the ll1:uL. th;u you arc hoth etltn ;uul uuafrai<l. 
'Swimmch dlrnald take care no1 to injmc •hr daarl ;uul draw hlootl 
during this c:11>crc.:i� lur 1wo f't'tl)(Uls: t'1ht, "ha1 k!o ohcu blt"C:tl pro· 
fu�l)'. and thi) lt'ads lo tht' <:haolir lliluat ion dcs.:ri lx·&t mult•r rule ·1. 
Sn·ornl. ii "'' itnlllt'fll act i11 thi' l;t!lhiou it lll:I) uua he: pc��ihlt: lo cit,. 
tiuKui�h '"·immt·n hum �ha t L!o. l 1 1dl0t'cl, rt"ut·�;uk 'wi111111t·r31 ;uc 1:11 
"·ur\('. than llh:n L:,, fur 1UM1&'  vi lhc 1 11lt'!o rn mt:.1sun·, '"'"' 1 iht·d lwrt· 
•� l'lknivt: iu nm1mlli11g ttwir a�g1 t''i'it\C: hc:h:winr. 
ti. lJi.>m �'m1:.t' uri u'l."'"�t·tl ullut.k.-l ''"·'11)' sh.11 L) ;11t' sutl1l 1t·11d) 
�lt<tntl'nd 1ha1 1hc) do not an m c.:oun·rt a�am't a 'wim1uer. Thi, 
bd• of ur�.mi1:11io11 �1t·)1ly rc."tluc·c)I tht• ri�k of 11\\·i111mi11� 01111u11� 
•harl:.. Huwe\·c:"1', upon on a)ion tht' "'arb may laum:h a foonlin;alt·tl 
au;1tl uptMl a !lwimmc1 m t·H·n u pou  ouc ol thcia uumhcr. \Vhilt' 
tht' l;H lt"r evt"11I 1, o( no par1in1l;u t·oun·rn to a swin1111cr, it ill t')l�·11 · 
tial lhal om· l11ow how tu h;trnllc an urganiZl'(l .Ital l t1U;u·l di1 r<:lt·d 
ag:till>l a )\\ illUUl'L 
The.· p111pcr !llro11c-�y ii. cl iH· t ,t••ll. St.;u L.!1 nm ht· cl1\•t· 1 1t•tl h-.>m tht'ia 
ur�.111i1t:d t1llac· L in otlt' ol t\\'o "··•)')I. ··;,.!ll, �h;1rL, a� a 14wup ;au· 
t''l"'"iall)· prolll' tu itall'm01l dii.�c:usi'"'· A11 l'Xpnil'lh "'' )wiumu·a c a11 
1•,01.,·rli•�• , .. n,,.,,tf,J .,.,,, ,\ff"du 111r • -'.,,.,,....., JYi J l 627 
•. 
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iW?EJart&& 
diven an or14aniud IUilK:k by in ta uJm:ing M>mcthing. ohl'n 10111tthing 
nainor or trivi;al, which wt� the ih;ark.s to hKhting amontc them�lves. 
l lsu;ally h)· dae timr thr internal n•nlhct i) �ule<t tht )harb canuot 
l'Vl'U recall "''hat they w.:rc telling about to do, much le� gtt or�a­
nilt'd to do it. 
A �ond m«hanism ot divrr�ion i) to introdurr something which 
w> tllrilK"' tht· nu·mlwh of thr �nnip tlaat tht'y hf-�in to l;a�h out m 
all clir«tious, evt·u auad.in� inan imate objects in thr1r fury. 
What .lhould I� inuc:-cim:ed7 Unfortunately, diffl'rcnt th iu�' 
pmuapl intcrn;al cli�Hion or blind tury in different groups of 
sharki. Herc one must be rxpuie-uc� in draling with a given group 
of wat.1rks, for what rnragH ont' group will pus unnoted by ;mother. 
It is scarcely racccuary to Mate that it is uncthiul for a swimmer 
unclcr attack by a group of .laark.s to counter the att.4lck. by_diveniug 
dat'rn to another swimmt'r. It h, however, common to we this dour 
by n ovice 1wimmen and by .harks when they fall under a concert� 
att.ack. 
lfa,·ruph•K''' r.at. 
Gl.a"d' llCCrclt. 
Cih.a bettt. 
Alvroli&r .-o1uMo11. 
Mcmbum.t• COGlpltt� 
Sut ehra·thin. 
£'ICU l•1 difu.ion. 
C1:oaca: J. fauMWAN 
• lllU Muucuunc in H..-'*sy of •M Luc-
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Life Safety Requirements 
Comp leted 
Jasper County Community Unit School District # 1  
Appendix B 
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L i f e  Safe t v  Work 
WORK COMP LET F:n 
1 .  R�vers0 swing on exi t doors a t  soutl1 end 0 f  e ast and west b a l c o n i e s  i n  
Gym so t ha t  doo rs swing in d i r e c t ion of e x i t  t rave l .  (Rule 367 . 05) 
(Remo\'ed) 
2 .  Rev i s e ,  i n s t a l l .  o r  repa i r  doors and ha rd..,·a re a s  f o l lows : ( Ru l e  
367 . 02 ,  367 . 0 7 ,  374 . 10) 
a .  l n s t a l l  c l o ser on access door t o  S t oragP Room a t  west side 
o f  Bed ler Roo�. 
h .  J n s t a l l c l o s e r s  on doors f r om h a ]  cony i n  Gym a t  NE and ?\Thl 
corne>rs of Gyrr.. 
c .  Repair e x t e r i c' r  door i n  Wood Shop t o  open e a s i l y . 
d .  Repa1r e x t e r i 0 r  doo:- a t  NE corner of Auto Shop !":ui l d i n g  t o  open 
e a s  i l �· . 
e .  Repl�ce broken g l a s s  in south e x i t  door near Ag Shop. 
3 .  Emergency l i �h t i n g  requi rerr.ent s :  ( Ru l e 355 . 06 "d") 
a .  Ins t a l l  add i t ional emergency l i p.h t s  i n  Audir: o r i u:n t o  provide: 
approxima t e l y  one ( 1 )  foot c an d l �  o f  l i gh t . 
h .  l n s ta l l ad d i t ional emerp.ency l i gh t s  i n  f.ymn asiuPi t n  provide 
approxima t e l y  one ( 1 )  f ootcand l e of l i ght . 
c .  Repair emergen c�.' l i p.ht in b a l cony o.f Audi t orium . and in 
corridor near Ag. Shop a t  south side of Gymn a s i u m .  Lights 
are inope r a t ive . 
d .  Ch0tk a l l  emergency l i ghts on a regular b a s i s  and ma i n t a i n  
l i S?.hts operahle a t  a l l  t ime s .  
4 .  I n s t a l l i l luminated e x i t  l i gh t s  t o  replace ex i t  s i gns a t  each end 
of 1st and 2nd f loor corridor at east s ide of Aud i t o r i um .  ( R u l e  355 . 06) 
5 .  r.as pipi ng which is no lon�er in use shal l he d i s connected from in­
s e r v i c e  p1p1n�.  Thi s occurs in Home Ee . ,  Li fe S c i e nc e ,  .ind Biol ogy 
Room. ( Ru h >  4 1 R . 04 )  
6 .  R(•-rol! t v  cunn• a l t>d �.a s  p i p i n g  i n  Chemi s t r \' L:b. and K i t clu�n J\rc•a . SP 
t ha t p i p i n g  is exposed o r  spaces 'Whl0rL' p i 1w 01·curs i s  vented to thP 
e xt e r f o r . (Rul<.· 4 1 8 .f!O) 
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WORK COMPLETE!? 
7 .  l n s t a l l  vent piping on al l regul o t ors on gas t ra i n  on hai l ers and vent 
t0 exterior.  (Rule 4 0 8 . 02 "r")  
8 .  Install exhaust to  exterior in Teacher ' s  Lounge at  south end of  
Balcony i n  C.ym. (Rule 413 . 03 )  
9 .  St age requi rements on St age l oc c:1 t e d  in Audi t orium: (Rule 3.!i 9 . 0! 1 .  392 . 00 ,  394 . 00) 
a .  I n s t a l l  one f i rP extinguisher a t  south end of Stage . 
b .  Repair fiher t i l e  c e i l ing on Stage .  
10. Sta�e requ irement s  on Stage located in C.ymnasiu"l : (Rule 349 . 00 ,  39.!i . 0<)) 
a .  lnst a ! l  f i re ext inguisher on each side of Stage . 
b .  S t age curtains shall b e  f l ameproofed treated and shall have 
ident i fying laht' l a t tached. 
c .  I n s t a l l  rail ing on open f ly ga llery above stage opening.  Extend 
top of pipe rai l i nR on upper level at each side of St a�e t o  
4 2 "  minimutt. ahl�ve f l oo r .  
1 1 .  1 n s t a l l  Halon f i rt> ext in�uisher in Computer R0om. (Ru ! t>  394 . 00) 
12.  Paint fiber t i le ceil ings in the f o l l owin� areas with flame retardant 
paint to reduce f l ame spread tn 75 or l e s s .  (Rule 386 . 04) 
a .  Paint fiber t i le cei l ing in Auditorium. 
b .  Paint fiber t i l e  c e i l ing in Corridor arec:1 a t  north and west side 
o f  Gymnasium. 
1 3 .  I n s t a l l  wire p,lass in interior doors t o  replace plain glass.  (Rule 
374 . 1 0  "e-2'' ) 
1 4 .  lnst a1 l automa t i c- f i re e x t i n p,uishinp, system on ranp_e hood in Ki tchen . 
(N�rA-9o) 
1 5 .  I n s t :i l l  acct'ss i h l c• h•ver ll ilndlv shu t -o f f  vn) vt• on gas J i m' t 0  cnokini:, 
equi pme>nt in Kit chen. (Rule- 4 1 8 . 00 ,  NFPA-54) 
UV 
Life S a f e ty Work 
WORK COMPLETED 
1 6 .  Install wire glass in the f e l l owing view �indows in the Industrial A r t s  
Department .  (Rule 383 . 0 4  "d")  
1 7 .  
a .  Between Indu s t r i a l  Shop and Woodworkin� Shop. 
b .  Bet�eeD Woodworking Shop and Draf t in� Roo� . 
c .  Between Indu s t r i a l  Department O f f ice and Corridor. 
Remove large air handling 
and assoc iated duct work. 
of the bot tom of the unit 
(Rule 103. 04) 
unit at cei ling o f  Recre a t i on Room in basement , 
The unit i s  no lon�er in use , and the height 
above the f l oor is be l ow minimum head clearance . 
1 8 .  Install  emergency �as shut-off v�lves on gas pipin� serving Chemi stry Lah . 
(Rule 1 0 3 . 04) 
Lif P. S�fety Work 
Newton �entral School 
WOPJ< COMPLETED 
l .  Re-in s t a l l  loose heat detectors in Bo i l er Room and Fan Room at east 
side of Stage. (Rule 510 . 00) 
2 .  Install a f i re alarm horn and breakglass station in each of the three 
re-locatable classroom buildings and connect to fire alarm system in 
the main building. (Rule 390 . 00) 
3 .  Revise e l e c t r i c  service t o  exhaust fans in Shower Rooms t o  provide 
permanent electrical connection to e l iminate receptacle and p l u g .  
(Rule 501 . 00) 
4. 
6.  
7 .  
Replace open bulb light f i x t ures in Shower Rooms with f u l l y  enclosed 
fixtures. 
Repair exit door # 5 ,  North door in West win� , to open eas i l y . 
(Rule 367 . 02 )  
Install safety glass in exterior door t o  Cafe t e ri a ,  and i n  side l i t e s  
at east and west exit doors from main Corridor . (Rule 367 . 06 " c " )  
Replace plain glass i n  a l l  interior doors w i t h  wire glass o r  safety 
�lass . This occur� in doors to Classrooms , Ca f e t e r i a , Library, Of fices , 
e t c .  (Rule 374 . 10 "e-2") 
Remove hel d-open devices on # 1 1  doors fTom Gym to Corridor at each 
side of Stage. (Rule 367 . 07 "b") 
If i t  is desirable that these doors remain open then it will be 
necessary to install e l e c t r i c a l l y  operated hold open devices connected 
t o  the fire alarm system, t o  c lose doors when a l a rm system is a c t ivate � .  
8 .  Replace a l l  ungrounded e l e c t r i c al receptacles with grounded type 
receptacle s .  (Rule 501 . 00) 
9. Install handrail on steps a t  each side of Sta�� . (Rule 357 . 12) 
} () ,  Re-locate the fl } ()  doors t o  Stage so that thC' doors do not re s t r i c t  th£' 
exit hal lway at each side o f  t h e  Stage . ( R 1: l e  374 . 07 "d") 
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L i f �  S a f e ty Work 
Newton Ce� t r a l  School 
W0RK COMPLETED 
1 1 . S t ap.e c u r t a i n s  shal l be f l ame-pn)ofed and sha l }  licwe l abel a t t aclwd 
to so i n d i ca t e .  (Ru l e  349 . 00) 
1 2 .  I n s t a l l  f i re extingui sher a t  each si de of St age . ( R u l e  394 . 03) 
1 3 .  I n s t a l l  she e t rock on e a s t  f a c e  of �a l l  between S t a�e and Fan Room 
a t  e a s t  s i d e  of S t a ge . Replace do0r t 0  Fan Room wi t h  sol i d  cor� 
wood or met a l  door w i t h  c l oser . ( R u l e  383 . 04 )  
1 4 .  Remove drinkinc foun t a i n s  on lavatories i n  re-l oca t a b l e  c l a s sroom 
bu i l d i n g s . ( l l l i n o i s  S t a t e  Plumbing Cod e ,  S e c t i on 7 . 1 4 . 14 )  
1 5 .  1 n s t a l l  aut oma t i c  f i r e  extini;uishing system on ;-an�e hood i n  K H ch e n .  
('t\FPA-96) 
l o .  Re p l a c e  lockset on door #27 to Womens Toi l e t  in Tenchers Room . Lock 
has reverse func t i 0n .  
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1 7 .  Rep l ace a l l  exposed tube f l uorescent l i �ht f i x t u r � �  in c l a ssrooms , e t r . ,  
w i t h  f u l l �  e n c l os�d f i xtures . (Rule 501 . 00) (C0vers on tuhes) 
L1FE SAFETY WORK 
S t e .  Marie Elementar� Schoo) 
WORK COMPLETED 
l .  l n s t a l l  heat de t e c t or s  in the f o J l <)\dnf. areas : (Rule 392 . 00) 
a .  Ins t a l l  d e t e c t o r  in Boiler Room . 
b .  Ins t a l l  d e t e c t o r s  in two storage c l o s e t s  a t  north end cf f i r s t  
f l oor corridor , P a r t  l I .  
c .  Inst a l l  d e t e c t o r s  in a l l  rooms in M�zzanine Area in Part 1 ,  
i n c l u d ing corridor and b a l c on y .  
d .  Inst a l l  d e t e c t or in S t orage a t  south s t a i n..'e l l ,  Part I I . 
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2 .  Repair south e x i t  doors # 7 ,  P a r t  1 ,  s o  t h a t  door� a r e  e a s i l v  opened. 
I n s t a l l  s a f e t y  g l a s s  i n  doors. ( R u l e  367 . 0::? :  367 . 06 " c " )  
3 .  Rep a i r  a l uminum e x i t  doors #4 i n  connc � t i n �  c o r r i d or so that do0rs 
open e a s i l y .  (Rul'-' 367 . 02 )  
4 .  Revise hardware on doors t o  south e�i t s t a i r ,  Part 1 1 ,  as f o l l ow s :  
( Ru l e  367 . 07) 
a .  Remove h o l d-open device on doo r # 4 8 ,  second f loor . 
5 .  Remove hold-open devices on f.! 1 3  doors t o  nortl1  s t a i r s  on f i r s t  and 
second f l oo r ,  Part 1 1 .  (Rule 367 . 0 7 )  
Repair doors t o  open e as i l y .  
6 .  Remove dead h o l t  locking devices on a l l  skeleton key type locksets 
i n  Part 1 ,  so that doors cannot be locked. ( Ru l e  374 . 10) 
I f  it is desirable that c e r t a i n  doors can be locked then the lockset 
shal l be replaced w i t h  a c l a s s r�om type lockse t .  
7 .  Rep l ace door 11 1 4  t o  Boiler Room with "B" labeled f i re door w i t h  closer 
and lockse t . (Rule 357 . 11 )  
A .  Remov� K t orage b e l ow n o r t h e a s t  e x i t  s t a i r s . P a r t  1 .  and c l ose door 
opc>n i n g  w i t h  perm�rnent cons t ru c t i on cons i s t i n r,  0f wo0d s t u d s  and 
p l u � t e r .  ( R u l e  357 . 1 0  "h") 
Ste . Marie Elementarv School 
WORK CIJ}IPLFTEn 
9 .  The g l a s s  in exterior a l uminum exi t dours # 1 ,  # 2 , and µ 4  i s assumed 
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t o  be l aminated safety g l a s s . V e r i fy t ype o f  g l a s s  in door� and 
s i d e l i t e s  and replace w i t h  safety g la s s  i f  necessary . (Rule 367 . 06 "c") 
1 0 .  J n s t al l  e x i t  l i g h t s · a t  eas t exi t �  from Cafeteria and Recreat ion Room 
in Part I .  (Rule 355 . 06) 
1 1 .  Insta l l  one a d d i t ional re l ie f v a l ve on each boi l e r .  Ins t al l emergency 
f u e l  burner sw i t c h ,  l o ca ted near entrance door t o  Boiler Room, connected 
to both boi l e r s . (Rule 406 . 03 "d " �  408 . 02 "b'') 
1 2 .  Replace u ngrounded e l e c t r i c a l  recept a c l e s  in Par t 1 �ith grounded type 
recept a c l e � .  (Ru l e  501 . 00) 
1 3 .  Replace open tube f l uorescent f i x ture s in Corridor and Kitchen witl1 f u l l y  
enclosed f i xt u re s . (Rule 5 0 1 . 00) ( S l eeves) 
1 4 .  Inst a l l  automatic f i re extinguishin� system on range hood in Kitchen . 
(NFPA- 9 6 )  (Does Not Appl y )  
1 5 .  RemovP 2 !·30 doors from Caf e t e r i a  t 0  east exit  s t a i r .  
LIFE SAFETY \.JORK 
East J r .  High 
WORK COMPLETED 
1 .  Insta l l  heat d e t e c t or in Science Room . (Rule 392 . 00) 
2 .  Remove deadlock and f lush bol t s  on # 1 8  door between Cafeteria and 
Corridor so that doors have push-pu l l  oper a t i on without locks . 
(Rule 374 . 10 "d")  
3 .  Remove deadlocks on # 1 9  doors between Cafeteria and Gym so that doors 
have push-pul l  operation without locks . (Rule 374 . 10 "d")  
4 .  Inst a l l  automatic fire extinguisher system on range hood in the 
Kitchen. (NFPA-96) (Does Not Apply) 
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LIFE SAFETY WORK 
Wil lo� H i l l  Grade School 
WORK COMPLETED 
1 .  l n s t a l J  heat det e c t ors in the fol lowing areas : (Rule 392 . 00) 
a .  In S torage Rooms at each side of Stage. 
b .  In S t orage Room next t o  Boiler Room. 
2 .  Re-ins t a l l  loose heat detector in Janitor Storage located next t o  
Boys Toile t .  (Rule 392 . 00) 
3 .  Install  a positive means of exhaust in the K i tchen area with intake 
near �he f l oor and located in the area of the range where LP gas is 
u se d .  (Rule 381 . 0 1  "�") 
4 .  Install fire extinguishers in the following areas: (Rule 394 . 00) 
a .  lnstall  one fire ext inguisher on each side of Stage . 
b .  Install one fire extinguisher at north end of corridor. 
5 .  Replace glass in sidel i t es a t  east exit door with safet y  glass.  
(RtJle 367 . 06 "c")  
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6. Check exit lights t o  assure that lights are i l l uminated and replace 
bulbs where require d .  Most all exit lights were not operating at the 
t ime of the survey. (Rule 355. 06) 
7 .  Replace glass in door and side l i t e  a t  entrance t o  Office wi t h  wire 
p.las!>.  (Rule 374 . 10 "e") 
8 .  Install an accessible gas shut off valve on gas pipe serving range and 
located near the range. (Rule 4 1 8 . 0 0 ,  NFPA-54) 
9 .  Remove drinking fountains on sinks in two classrooms.  ( I llinois 
State Plumbing Code Section 7 . 14 . 14 )  
1 0 .  Instal l automatic fire ext inguishing system on range hood in Ki tchen. 
(NFPA-96) (Does Not App l y )  
1 1 .  Stage curtain shall be fl amepro0fed and shall have label a t tached to 
so indicat e .  (Ru1e 349 . 00) 
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LIFE' SAFETY WORK 
Yale School 
WORK COMPLETED 
1 .  Ins t a l l  one add i t icmal fire extinguisher in basemen t .  (Rule 39.'.. .00) 
2 .  Relocate LP gas tank at exterior t o  Kitchen t o  maintain a distance of 
5 feet  to any basement window and to the wal l mounted exhaust fan . I t  
may be necessary t o  close up one o r  two window openings t o  accomplish 
t h i s .  (Rule 381 . 0 1  "c" , NFPA-58) 
3 .  Inst a l l  one add i t ional relief valve on Boiler and pipe out let t o  f loor. 
Instal l  boiler emergency shut off switch located near door to Boiler 
Room. \Rule 406 . 00 ,  408 . 00) 
. 4 .  Reverse swing on door t o  Boiler Room so that door s�ings into Boiler 
Room. Inst a l l  c l oser without hold open device. (Rul� 381 . 02 "e") 
5 .  Instal l shut off  valve on gas l ine serving ran�e and locate near range . 
(Rule 4 18 . 0 0 ,  NFPA-54) 
6 .  Repair door to Storage at southeast corner of basement to close properly. 
Remove hold open devices on St orage doors. (Rule 383 . 04 )  
7 .  Replace a l l  ungrounded e l e c t rical receptacles with gr0unded type . 
(Rule 501 . 00) 
8 .  Inst a l l  automatic fire extinguishing sy.stem on range hood in Kitchen. 
(NFPA-96) (Not Required) 
9 .  Replace a l l  open tube f luorescent l i ght fixtures with f u l l y  enclosec 
fixture s .  (Rule 501 . 00) (Sleeves in place) . 
LIFE SAFETY WORK 
West J r .  High Schonl 
WORK COMPLETED 
1 .  Instal l add i t i onal heat detectors in the f o l l o�in� areas : 
(Rule 39 2 . nO) 
a .  l n s t a l l  heat detector on Stage , and a�ovc heating 
unit on west side of Stage . 
b .  lns t a l l  heat detectors in the two stora�e rooms adjacent 
t o  Boiler Room . 
c .  Ins t a l l  heat d e t e c t o r  in Library . 
d .  lns t a l l  heat d e t e c t o r  in Storage next to Stage . 
2 .  Repair t h e  fol lowing doors so that doors are easily opene d :  
(Rule 367 . o:n 
a .  West d0or 1 1 3  to Stage . 
b .  South exit door # 2  f rom Gym. 
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3 .  lnstall f i re extin�uishers a t  the fol lowin� locat ions : (Rule 394 . 00) 
a .  l n s t a l l  extinguisher a t  west end o f  Corridor . 
b .  I n s t a l l extin�uisher i n  Corridor at s0uth en� o f  Gym. 
4 .  The emergency light fixture i n  the Corridor was inoperative a t  t�e 
time of the survey. Repair fixture to operate prope r l y ,  and check 
emergency lights in the Gym for proper pperat i on .  (Rule 508.00) 
5 .  Install wire glass in C l a ssroom doors, and in view window between 
O f f i c e  and Corridor. (Rule 37� . 10) 
6 .  Sta�e curtain sh3ll be f l ame-proofed and sha l l  have label a t t ached 
to so in d i c a t e .  (Rule 3 4 9 .  00) 
7 .  Replace open tube f luorescent light fixtures in Kit chen with fully 
enclosed fixtures. (Sleeves) (Rule 501 . 00) 
8 .  l n � t a l l  a11toma t i c  f i re ext inguishin� c;ystem on range hood in J<i t c-hen . 
(t\N Rt-qlli red) (Rule NFPA-96) 
LIFE SAFETY WORK 
Grove El emen tary School 
WORK COMPLETED 
1 .  I n s t a l l  heat detectors in the f o l l owing areas : (Rule 392 . 00) 
a .  Install detector in Lihrary, Part 1 .  
b .  lnsta 1 1  detector in Storage Rooms next to Toi l e t s ,  Part I .  
c .  Install detector in Off ice-Storage Room a t  West end of Cafeteria. 
d .  Inst a l l  detect or on St ag"' ani:I Storage below Sta�e . 
e .  I n s t a l l  detector in Food Stora�e in Kitchen. 
2 .  Remove dead bol t locks on # 1 4  doors to Caf e t e r i a ,  and # 1 7  and #23 
doors in f.ym and maintain doors as push-pul l  opera t i on without 
locks .  Repair doors t o  C l a ssrooms su that doors open easil y .  
(Rule 367 . 02) 
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3 .  I n s t a l l  wire �lass in v i s ion panels in Classroom doors # 1 3  and Cafeteria 
doors 1114 in Part 1 1 . (Rule 374  . 10 "e-2") 
4 .  Replace all ungrounded e l ec t rical receptac l e s  in Part 1 with grounded 
type recept a c l e s .  (Rule 501 . 00) 
5.  Close up window openin�s between Kit chen and Exit Corridor with masonry 
block t o  match exi s t in� wa l l .  (Rule 383 . 04 )  (Approved for wire glass ) .  
6 .  Insta l l  addit ional controls on oil fired boiler in Part 1 1 .  (Rule 
406 . 00 ;  407 . 00 ;  408 . 00) 
7 .  Replace water closets in Toiletb in Part I with elongated bowl type 
with open front seat s .  (Rule 70 1 . 00 � I l linois State Plumbing Code 
Section 7 . 7 . 1) 
8.  Stage curtain shall be f lame-proofed and shall have label a t tached to 
so indicate. (Rule 349 . 00) 
�. Replace open tuhe f luorescent H�ht fixtures in Cl assrooms, Cafeteria , 
Ki.t c-ht>n , Corr i ck•r , f' t c  . •  in Parts I and J I ,  wi t h  f u l l y  enclosed fixtur':'S. 
(R11lt-' ')01 . 00) C Cov£>rs o r  sleeves) 
1 0 .  I n s t a l l  automatic fiTP ext in�uish1ng �ystem en ran�e hood in Ki tchen. 
(NFPA-96) (Def erred) 
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LIFE SAFETY WORK 
Rose H i l l  School 
WORK COMPLETED 
1 .  Remove stora�e in north exi t s t a i r s  f r<,m basement , repair doors to open 
easi l y ,  and install safety glass in door # 1  t o  s t a i r s .  Install handrail 
on s t a i r s .  (Rule 356 . 04 ;  374 . 1 0 ''e-2" ; 35 7 . 12 )  
2 .  Repair the f o l l owing door so that doors are easily opened or repair as 
not e d :  (Rule 367 . 02 )  
a .  Repair east exit doors # 1 5  t o  open e a s i l y .  
3 .  Recess # 8  doors from north Classrooms to Corridor to prevent one door 
from obstructing the other in the open position. (Rule 36 7 . 02 )  
4 .  I n s t a l l  wire glass in # 9  doors t o  Toi l e t s .  (Rule 374 . 10 "e-2") 
5 .  Glass in exterior exit doors # 2  and #4 i s  assumed t o  be l aminated 
safety g l a s s .  Verify type of �lass in doors and replace with safety glass 
i f  necessarv . (Rule 36 7 .  06 "c' ')  
6 .  I n s t a l l  shut down controls on furnaces serving Parts I and I I  t o  
automat ically s t o p  furnaces upon actuation of the fire alarm system. 
(Rule 4 1 6 . 00 )  
7 .  Ins t a l l  accessible shut-off valve on gas pipe serving the gas range in 
Kitchen, and locate near the range. (Rule 4 1 8 . 00 ;  NFPA-54) 
8 .  Install exhaust fans in Toilets on f i r s t  f loor of Part I I .  (Rule 4 1 3 . 00) 
9 .  Replace a l l  ungrounded e l e c t r i c a l  receptacles with grounded type recep­
t a c l e s .  (Rule 5 0 1 . 00 )  
1 0 .  Replace a l l  open tube fluorescent l i ght fixtures i n  Classroom s ,  Corridors , 
e t c . ,  throughout building with fclly enclosed f i x t u res . (Rule 501 . 00) 
(Sleeves) 
1 1 .  I n stal l ;rntom::i t i c  fin> extinguishin� system nn rangt> hood in 'Kitchen. 
(NFPA-9h) (Nnt Requj red) 
LIFE SAFETY WORK 
Hidalgo Sch.:>ol 
\.:ORK COMPLETED 
l .  I n s t a l l  detector in Resource Room on second flnor . (RulP 392 . 00 )  
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2 .  Repair doors H l l ,  # 1 5 , and #18 so that doors are easily opened without 
s t i cking or binding. (Rule 367 . 02) 
3 .  Remove storage f r om c l o s e t s  below main exit s t a i r  and install permanent 
construct ion in door openin g s .  (Rule 357 . 10 "h") 
4 .  I n s t a l l  accessible shut-off valve on gas pipe t o  ran�� and locate near 
range . (Rule 4 1 8 . 00 ,  NFPA-54 ) 
5 .  Replace a l l  ungrounded e l e c t r i c a l  receptacles w i t h  grounded type 
receptac l e s .  (Rule 501 . 00) 
6 .  Ins t a l l automa t i c  fire e x t inguishing system on range hood in Kitcten. 
(NFPA-96) (Does not appl y ) . 
7 .  Replace a l l  exposed tube f luorescent light f i xtures w i t \ ,  fully enclosed 
f i x t u re s .  (Rule 501 . 00) (Sleeves) 
Special Education Inservice 
for 
Classroom Teachers K-6 
(Conducted by Special Education Coordinator) 
I. Introduction and Background 
A. What to Jook for .in students. (Handout) 
B. Possible results of case study. 
1. Placement in L.D., E.M.H., possibly B.D. or T.�.H. 
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2. Brochures on E.M.H., L.D., and Jasper Unit #1 Special Education 
services. 
IL Procedure 
A. Preliminary Steps 
l. Check cumulative folder. 
2. Check w.ith previous teachers. 
3. Check with L.D. teachers. 
B. Referral 
1 .  Inform principal. 
2 .  Complete yellow screening form. 
3. Other steps. 
a. Parents will be .informed by principal or classroom teacher. 
b. Forms to be completed. 
III. Mnltidiscipllnary Conference 
A. Participants 
B. Importi'incr� of input from cl  a�sronrn t.m1chnr. 
C. Decision on plrn:1�:11�nt. 
Learning Differences 
(Handout for Teachers) 
1. Language and Concept Development 
2. Perceptual Skjlls 
3. Behavioral Manifestations 
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